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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

DESIGNING METAL-HALIDE PEROVSKITES WITH ENHANCED OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND STABILITY USING SURFACE LIGANDS

Metal-halide perovskites (MHPs), with formula ABX₃ (A = methylammonium, formamidinium, or Cs⁺; B = Sn²⁺ or Pb²⁺; and X = Cl⁻, Br⁻, or I⁻) are versatile and attractive materials because of their tunable optical and electronic properties. These optical and electronic properties include tunable direct band gaps, high absorption coefficients, low exciton binding energies, relatively high electron and hole mobilities, narrow emission line-widths, and high photoluminescence (PL) quantum yields (Φ_{PL}). Much of the initial excitement around organic metal-halide perovskites focused on their application in photovoltaics (PVs) based on thin polycrystalline films, whereas colloidal metal-halide perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) are now a subject of intense interest due to their highly desirable emission properties and low rate of non-radiative recombination for light emitting applications. However, both polycrystalline MHP thin films and their NC counterparts suffer from poor stability and are highly moisture sensitive. In this thesis, facile and rapid anion exchange and surface modification routes of MHP NCs are discussed using alkyltrichlorosilane, alkanethiols, and alkanethiol-aluminum trihalide combinations. In addition, similar approaches are employed to modify solution processed MHP thin films for fabricating efficient and stable photovoltaic devices.

Rapid anion exchange and surface modification reactions with MHP NCs readily proceed via coupling and/or hydrolysis reactions of the surface ligands at room temperature. Both NCs, thin films, and thin film-based PV devices demonstrate significantly enhanced performance and stability upon surface modification. It is shown that alkyltrichlorosilanes (RSiCl₃) can be used as Cl⁻ sources for rapid anion exchange with host CsPbBr₃ NCs during hydrolysis of alkyltrichlorosilanes in the colloidal dispersion of CsPbBr₃ NCs. Hydrolysis of alkyltrichlorosilanes leads to the formation of siloxane coated CsPbCl₃ NCs with significantly improved Φ_{PL} of up to 12% and improved long-term stability. In another study of surface modification, dodecanethiol modification of CsPbBr₃ NCs is demonstrated to significantly enhance the stability and Φ_{PL} of CsPbBr₃ NCs, with Φ_{PL} of near 100%. This surface modification can be expedited through exposure to UV light, which also induces thiol-ene reactions. A mixture of dodecanethiol (DDT) and AlX₃ (X = Cl, Br, I) can be used to increase the applicability of alkanethiol treatment to all NC compositions. Here, DDT and AlX₃ (X = Cl, Br, I) treatment transforms CsPbCl₃
nanocubes into 4-15 monolayer thick CsPbX$_3$ nanoplates (NPs) with high $\Phi_{PL}$ (up to 47\% and 65\% for violet and blue emitting NPs, respectively, near 100\% for green emitting NPs, and 81\% for red emitting NPs) while maintaining good long-term stability at room temperature. NC modifications do not directly translate to their thin film counterparts because of variations in surface properties. However, with some ligand engineering, thiol derived surface ligand modified polycrystalline Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ photovoltaics show power conversion efficiency of near 17\% with enhanced stability. These findings will help pave the way towards efficient and stable future optoelectronic devices.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Semiconducting materials are important types of materials in our daily life because these materials are heavily used in electrical components, electronics, and optoelectronic devices, such as transistors, diodes, photovoltaics, and so on, which enable the technological advancements and electronic devices that underpin our modern world. There are some heavily researched semiconducting materials including Si, CdTe, Cu(In,Ga)Se₂, CdS, CdSe, etc. These semiconductors can be processed for fabricating electronic and optoelectronic devices. In this chapter, the fundamentals of semiconductors, metal-halide perovskite as a class of semiconductors, and applications of metal-halide perovskites in optoelectronics will be discussed.

1.1.1 Semiconducting Materials

A single free atom has discrete energy levels for electrons. In contrast, when a large number of atoms come close to each other, are arranged in a periodical order, they make a solid crystal lattice. As a large number of atoms come close to form a solid crystal lattice, the wavefunctions of electrons in different atoms overlap and the atomic energy levels start splitting. When enough atoms are included in the crystals, quasi-continuous energy bands of low energy and high energy are formed. When the gap between lowest energy and highest energy bands of electronics states in materials reaches between 1.0-4.0 eV are called semiconductors. The two continuous bands of electronic states that are most relevant to electronic devices are the valence and conduction band, where the valence band (VB) is the band of occupied electronic states with the highest energy and the conduction
band (CB) is the band of unoccupied electronic states with the lowest energy as depicted in Figure 1.1.

![Energy bands diagram](image)

Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of electronic energy levels of free atoms and energy bands of semiconductors consisting of a large number of atoms. It also shows the position of Fermi level with respect to the electronic energy bands (VB and CB) in a semiconductor.²

The distance between the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) is called a bandgap, $E_{bg}$ and Fermi energy, $E_F$, indicated by a dash line lies inside the bandgap. At -273.15 °C, the probability of finding electrons having energy higher than $E_F$ is zero. However, if semiconductors are thermally or optically excited, the probability of finding electrons having energy higher than $E_F$ increases. Since semiconductors have smaller band gap energy compared to insulators, electrical conductivity of the semiconductors can be enhanced via thermal heating. Photoexcitation is also a common phenomenon for semiconductors, where electrons in the VB are photoexcited by absorbing photons with energy higher than the $E_{bg}$. As a class of semiconducting materials, perovskite materials show interesting photoexcitation behaviors which will be discussed later in this chapter and the following chapters in details.
1.1.2  Exciton in Semiconductors

Photoexcitation can generate holes in the VB and electrons in the CB in the semiconductors. These opposite charge particles can be bound through an attractive force resulting from Coulomb potential. Coulomb potential is defined by the following equation 1.1.²

\[ U(r) = -\frac{e^2}{2\pi\varepsilon_0 r^2} \]

Where \( r \) is the distance between the hole and electron, \( \varepsilon \) is the dielectric constant of the material, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) dielectric constant of vacuum.² A strong Coulomb interaction will make the electron and hole to be in a bound state. This bound state of electrons and holes is called excitons as depicted in the following Figure 1.2a.

![Figure 1.2](image)

Figure 1.2  (a) Coulomb interaction between a hole in VB and an electron in CB in a semiconductor, (b) a Frenkel exciton, and (c) a Wannier-Mott Exciton.²
Depending on the Coulomb interaction, there are two types of excitons can be formed in the semiconductors: Frenkel excitons and Wannier-Mott excitons as depicted in Figure 1.2b and c, respectively.\textsuperscript{3,4} Frenkel excitons are tightly bound excitons which are generally localized at a specific atom or molecule. They can typically be found in alkali halide crystals and organic molecular materials. In these materials, Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole is strong and the exciton Bohr radius ($r_B$) is small due to the small dielectric constants of the semiconducting materials. On the other hand, Wannier-Mott excitons are less tightly bound because of large dielectric constant of the semiconductors. A strong dielectric screening and more delocalized electronic states reduce the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes. Wannier-Mott excitons can be found in many semiconductors. In these semiconductors, the small effective mass of electrons favors a large $r_B$ and thus a Wannier-Mott exciton is generally much larger than the lattice spacing. A Wannier-Mott exciton is usually delocalized, and it can move inside the materials. So, they can easily dissociate into free charges.

The exciton binding energy is primarily dictated by the material’s dielectric constants as described above. In organic semiconductors, the dielectric constant is usually quite small resulting in excitons with high binding energies ($>$0.2 eV) that are difficult to dissociate into free charges.\textsuperscript{5} In contrast, crystalline silicon typically has a very high dielectric constant resulting in excitons with low binding energies ($<$ 0.015 eV) that easily dissociate into free charges because their binding energy is less than $kT$ at room temperature.\textsuperscript{4,5} Metal-halide perovskite materials fall somewhere in-between the above range of binding energies. Perovskites can form Wannier-Mott type excitons and binding energies are reported in the range of 0.012-0.098 eV.\textsuperscript{5,6}
1.2 Semiconducting Perovskite Materials and Their Tunable Dimensionality

An interesting emerging class of semiconducting materials is perovskite. The name ‘perovskite’ was originally given to CaTiO$_3$ and was coined after Lev Perovski, a Russian mineralogist. The general formula of this material is ABX$_3$. Metal-oxides are the common forms of this class of materials. The perovskite has the ideal crystal structure with B site-cation in 6-fold coordination, surrounded by an octahedron of anions and A site-cation in 12-fold cubo-octahedral coordination as shown in Figure 1.3.

![Perovskite crystal structure](image)

Figure 1.3 Perovskite crystal structure showing B site-cation (in blue gray color) in 6-fold coordination, surrounded by an octahedron of anions, X (in maroon color) and A site-cation (in aqua color) in 12-fold cubo-octahedral coordination.

For optoelectronic applications, halide-based perovskites are more extensively used. The general formula of this material is ABX$_3$, where A = Cs$^+$/CH$_3$NH$_3^+$/NH$_2$CHNH$_2^+$, B = Pb$^{2+}$/Sn$^{2+}$, and X = Cl$^-$/Br$^-$/I$^-$. These materials have attractive electronic properties, such as tunable direct bandgaps, high absorption
coefficients,\textsuperscript{10} and balanced carrier transport,\textsuperscript{11} as well as desirable optical properties, such as narrow emission line-widths and high $\Phi_{PL}$.\textsuperscript{12–20} Solution processed-bulk perovskite films have already been garnering significantly more interest for low cost photovoltaics,\textsuperscript{21} whereas the emergence of colloidal MHP NCs after first reported by Schmidt and her coworkers and later by Protesescu and her coworkers is broadening the interests in the metal-halide perovskite NCs.\textsuperscript{12,22} Perovskite nanomaterials are now attractive alternatives for light emitting diodes (LEDs) and also for photovoltaics owing to their interesting PL properties including narrow emission line-widths, low rate of non-radiative recombination, and high $\Phi_{PL}$.\textsuperscript{23–27} In addition, colloidal versions of these semiconductors are more advantageous because of their facile tunable composition, size, shape, and most importantly better emission due to exciton confinement.\textsuperscript{12,28–33}

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 1.4 Relationship between size of CsPbBr$_3$ crystals and bandgap of the material.\textsuperscript{34,35}
During synthesis of this new class of semiconductors, one can tune the size of this semiconductors from the micrometer to nanometer range by varying capping ligands, solvents, and reaction temperature during hot-injection method or one-pot synthetic method.\textsuperscript{30,36} As the size of the crystal changes, their electronic and optical properties also change drastically. \textbf{Figure 1.4} shows size-dependent variation of bandgap of CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} crystals as an example of perovskite materials.\textsuperscript{37–40}

In addition, low-dimensional semiconductors including perovskites are of great importance for both fundamental (photo)physics and advanced applications.\textsuperscript{41–43} If size of any material is reduced to the nanometer scale, carrier wavefunction is considered to be finite. And this is how quantum confinement effects come in to play.\textsuperscript{44,45} The material system can be confined to zero dimension (0D), 1D, and 2D,\textsuperscript{46} resulting in low-dimensional semiconductors including 0D quantum dots,\textsuperscript{47} 1D quantum wires, and 2D quantum wells.\textsuperscript{42,43,48} Quantum size effects have pronounced impacts on the behavior of charge carriers in semiconductors, and dramatically manipulate the electronic and PL properties of such nanostructures.\textsuperscript{49–52} Previously, low dimensional nanostructures are usually fabricated in solid-state fabrication by epitaxial growth,\textsuperscript{42} lithography, or thermal evaporation.\textsuperscript{48} But last few decades, the solution/thermally evaporation synthesis of colloidal semiconducting quantum structures has become an alternative way to the solid-state fabrication because of facile and tunable procedures.\textsuperscript{43,52–54}
1.2.1 Band Structure of Metal-halide Perovskite and Their Photoluminescence Properties

This class of materials is thought to be highly defect tolerant because they constantly show high $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ without resorting to any electronic surface passivation, whereas passivation is mandatory to achieve high $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ for other conventional quantum dots, e.g., metal chalcogenides and metal pnictides. In MHPs, surface defects,\textsuperscript{55} point defects in the bulk,\textsuperscript{56} and grain boundaries\textsuperscript{57-60} were shown to form shallow trap states near the band edges or trap states that are resonant with the VB and CB states.\textsuperscript{61}

![Simplified depiction of the bonding in APbI$_3$ (adapted from ref. 62).\textsuperscript{62}](image)

Figure 1.5  Simplified depiction of the bonding in APbI$_3$ (adapted from ref. 62).\textsuperscript{62}

Importantly, by contrast to chalcogenide and pnictide containing NCs where the band gap opens up between bonding and antibonding orbitals, the band gap in the MHPs opens up between two antibonding bands due to the mixing of a Pb lone pair ‘s orbital’
and an iodine ‘p orbital’ resulting in antibonding coupling.\textsuperscript{62} This is the reason, why this class of materials are defect tolerant and show high $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$.

### 1.2.2 Compositional Tuning- Anion Exchange Reactions

Bandgap energies and PL emission spectra of these synthesized MHPs are easily tunable over the entire visible spectral range of 410-700 nm with $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of up to $\sim 100\%$ for certain compositions via adjusting the halide composition or taking advantage of quantum size-effects.\textsuperscript{12,15,28,63–67}

![Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of halide exchange between metal-halide perovskite and different halide-source.](image)

CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs show narrower size distributions than many other NCs, e.g., CuInS\textsubscript{2}, CuInSe\textsubscript{2}, Cu\textsubscript{2}ZnSnS\textsubscript{4}, InP, partly because of the distinct size and charge of cations and anions (Cs\textsuperscript{+}, Pb\textsuperscript{2+}, and X\textsuperscript{-} ions) these metal-halide perovskite NCs consist of.\textsuperscript{12,68–71} The varying ion size and charge helps ensure proper order and homogeneity in the distribution of ions in the formation of respective NCs.\textsuperscript{12} Furthermore, MHPs are more ionic in nature than chalcogenide and pnictide containing NCs, which plays a role in making MHPs
significantly less sensitive to surface states than chalcogenide and pnictide containing NCs.\textsuperscript{12,61,72}

In addition to the direct synthesis of MHPs with varying halide composition, these MHPs can readily undergo anion exchange reactions with various halide sources in solution to vary the halide composition post-synthesis. The ease of anion exchange reactions in MHPs is partly attributed to the dynamic surface ligand binding of oleylammonium halide and oleylammonium oleate,\textsuperscript{10,73} the ability of MHPs to retain their cubic structures at 40 °C due to the rigid cationic sublattice,\textsuperscript{28,66,74} and the high ionic diffusion afforded by the vacancy-assisted diffusion mechanism.\textsuperscript{28,66,75–77}

1.2.3 Surface Modification of Metal-halide Perovskite Nanocrystals and Thin Films

As the dimension of metal-halide perovskite are reduced to the nanometer range, the surface of these NCs is prone to be more reactive than that of their bulk counterparts. In addition, NCs tend to form undercoordinated B-site due to the stoichiometric imbalance used in the existing synthetic procedures.\textsuperscript{10,12} Thus, NCs with reactive surfaces and undercoordinated sites tend to coalesce into larger particles or dissolve into undesired by-products or starting precursors.\textsuperscript{10,55,78} In turn, they lose all their desired electrical and PL properties. Surface passivation comes into play through preventing these degradation pathways. To quench the reactive surface and thus stabilize the nanometer sized crystals surface modification is necessary.
Figure 1.7 shows a schematic representation of roles of surface ligands in maintaining stability and PL properties of metal-halide perovskites.

Surface passivation can be performed on both NCs and thin films through including ligands in the precursor solution used for synthesis of NCs or thin films, or the MHPs can be treated post-synthetically through exposure to surface ligand solution. However, post-synthetic surface passivation is more popular than the in-situ synthesis route because post-treatment is more facile without altering the composition, size, and shape of the desired NCs/thin films. Surface termination or passivation of both NCs and thin films have been investigated with different surface ligands with different binding functional groups including thiols (R/Ar-SH),\textsuperscript{14,36,79–86} trichlorosilane (R/Ar-SiCl\(_3\)),\textsuperscript{63,87–89} alkoxy silanes (R/Ar-Si(OR)\(_3\)),\textsuperscript{90–93} phosphonic acid (R/Ar-PO\(_3\)H\(_2\)),\textsuperscript{55,94–98} carboxylic acid (R/Ar-COOH),\textsuperscript{19,55,99–103} zwitterionic ligands (\(\text{\textasciitilde}\text{OOC}-\text{R}/\text{Ar}-\text{NH}_3^+\)),\textsuperscript{16,104} ammonium ligands
and other functional group containing or salt-like ligands (e.g., NaSCN, NH$_4$SCN, NaBF$_4$, NH$_4$BF$_4$, etc.).

Like NC surface modification, thin film surface modification has also great importance in terms of manipulating the materials and their applications in different optoelectronics. Surface modification of thin films can generally be done in two methods: vaporization methods and solution methods. In vaporization methods, ligands are usually thermally evaporated on the top surface of the fabricated perovskite films, whereas in the solution methods, ligands are dissolved in appropriate solvents and the ligand solution is usually spun-coated on the top of the perovskite layer as shown in Figure 1.8a.

Figure 1.8 Schematic representation of (a) post-treatment of metal-halide perovskite thin films using surface ligands and (b) depicting surface modification of perovskite photovoltaics using an inter-layer of surface ligands between perovskite and electron transporting layer (ETL).

Application of surface ligands in optoelectronics, specially perovskite photovoltaics is very common because ligands are used to manipulate the device energetics to facilitate the charge transport properties of the devices. In p-i-n device structure, ligands
are applied at the interface between perovskite and electron transporting layer as shown in Figure 1.8b. In contrast, n-i-p structure, they are applied at the interface between perovskite and hole transporting layer.

Section 1.3 will discuss about application of metal-halide perovskite in photovoltaics: device structure, device materials, device physics, fabrication, testing, and characterization in details.

1.3 Applications of Metal-halide Perovskite

As the human population is increasing, demand and consumption of fossil fuels as well as resulting man-made environmental pollution from burning fossil fuels is increasing. To mitigate the energy crisis and reduce the impact of climate change due to the release of CO₂ from burning fossil fuels, dependence on renewable energy sources is indispensable. Over the past decade, dependence on non-renewable source has been reduced while increasing the dependence on renewable energy sources. Currently, one third of the global energy capacity is now based on renewable energy technologies which includes a 50% hydro, 24% wind, and 20% solar capacity. Solar energy is now fastest growing technology with an increase in capacity of 24% over 2018.¹¹⁵,¹¹⁶ Power generating capacity from solar energy technologies are booming up because of high power generating capacity, no pollution, and available light harvesting materials.

Among light harvesting materials, metal-halide perovskites have recently been receiving enormous attention because of soaring power conversion efficiencies of photovoltaics. However, CsPbX₃ perovskites are well-known as a class of perovskite materials from 1958 due to their photoconductivity nature, whereas the synthesis and crystal structures of MAPbX₃ were introduced in 1978. But the first time Br and I-based
MAPbX$_3$ perovskite was employed as a sensitizer to replace the common dye in a dye-sensitized solar cells by Kojima and his coworkers was 2009.\textsuperscript{21} The work principle of the perovskite photovoltaics they fabricated was similar to the dye-sensitized photovoltaics and PCE was 3.1% for Br-based perovskite and 3.8% for I-based perovskite. In a follow-up study, several groups pushed the frontiers of perovskite photovoltaics and made efforts to improve the PCE and stability of the PV devices. In one of the studies, Lee and his coworkers achieved a high PCE of up to 10.9% by fabricating MAPbI$_{3-x}$Cl$_x$ perovskite PVs in 2012.\textsuperscript{117} Within a decade, the PCE of perovskite photovoltaics increases from 3.8% in 2009\textsuperscript{21} to more than 25.5% in 2020.\textsuperscript{118} This good performance was achieved with the metal-halide perovskites having tunable bandgap energies, E$_{bg}$ of 1.43-1.86 eV.\textsuperscript{119–122} In addition, in fabricating solar cells, need of a decreased amount of metal-halide perovskite and solution-processability of perovskite for high throughput manufacturing of PVs make perovskites one of the important light absorbing materials for next generation optoelectronic devices compared to silicon.

Fabrication, testing, and characterization of metal-halide perovskite photovoltaics are relatively rigorous and require multiple steps. Fabrication of efficient PV devices requires the right choice of composition of the light absorber layer, charge extraction layers (hole transporting layers, HTLs and electron transporting layers, ETLs), and type of metal contacts. In fabrication of perovskite PV devices, the perovskite layer is sandwiched between HTLs and ETLs.\textsuperscript{123} Depending on the stacking nature of charge extraction layers, photovoltaic devices generally are of two different structures. One is a planar regular (n-i-p) structure which is shown in Figure 1.9a,\textsuperscript{123} and another is a planar inverted structure (p-i-n) which is shown in Figure 1.9b.\textsuperscript{123} In a planar inverted structure of a photovoltaic
device, generally conductive metal, such as aluminum or copper is thermally evaporated over all the ETLs. In contrast, for a planar regular structure, generally a gold contact is thermally evaporated on the HTL. This evaporated metal acts a cathode in the planar inverted structure of PV devices, whereas evaporated metal acts as an anode in the planar regular structure of the PV devices.

Figure 1.9 (a) p-i-n structure and (b) n-i-p structure of stacking layers in fabricated photovoltaic devices.

Performance of fabricated devices greatly depends on the energetics as depicted in Figure 1.10a and favorable charge transport properties of ETLs and HTLs. Ideal choice of these layers can minimize the loss of photogenerated charges. The most common HTLs are NiO, Poly(2,3-dihydrothieno-1,4-dioxin)-poly(styrenesulfonate) abbreviated to PEDOT:PSS, poly(triarylamine) abbreviated to PTAA, and N,N′,N,N′,N′,N′,N′,N′-octakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-9,9′-spirobi[9H-fluorene]-2,2′,7,7′-tetratmine abbreviated to Spiro-OMeTAD, whereas common ETLs can be either organic or inorganic materials and
include C₆₀, Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), TiO₂, SnO₂ and so on. Over the ETL or HTL, a metal electrode is deposited to make a complete photovoltaic device.

Figure 1.10 Schematic representation of (a) potential transport energetics between the perovskite layer and carrier extraction layers and (b) roles of carrier extraction layers.

When a photon of light hits the perovskite layer in the fabricated photovoltaic device, excitons are generated. The bound electrons and holes in the photogenerated excitons are separated to free charges by the carrier extraction layers and are collected to the opposite electrodes. And that is how electricity is generated. Photovoltaic devices were tested inside of a N₂-filled glove box using an ABET solar simulator at 100 mW*cm⁻² illumination (AM 1.5 G) in our lab. The solar intensity was adjusted using a calibrated photodiode (Thorlabs, FDS1010-CAL) with a KG3 Filter. To analyze the J-V curve, there are five parameters to characterize the performance of any photovoltaic devices. Five parameters: peak power (P_{max}), short-circuit current density (J_{sc}), open-circuit voltage
(V_\text{oc}), fill factor (FF), and power conversion efficiency (\eta). All these parameters are determined from a J-V curve, shown in Figure 1.11.

![J-V Characteristics](image)

**Figure 1.11** J-V characteristics of p-i-n heterojunction of a Cs_{0.15}FA_{0.85}PbI_3 photovoltaic device under 1 sun illumination performed in our lab.

One of the important parameters is the short-circuit current density, which is denoted by J_{sc}. It is the current at short circuit (0 V). Generally, maximum current depends on the optical properties of the photovoltaics. Optical properties depend on optical absorption in the absorber layer and reflection on the absorber layer including absorption and reflections from other components in the device and interface effects. Another important parameter is the open-circuit voltage, which is denoted by V_\text{oc}. It is the voltage at which no current flows through the external circuit. So, this is called the maximum voltage that a solar cell can deliver. It is the point where the rate of photogenerated charge-
carrier generation is equal to the recombination rate. Thus, reducing the rate of recombination leads to higher $V_{oc}$. The third important parameter is the Fill Factor, which is denoted by ‘FF’. Fill factor is defined by the equation 1.1, the area ratio between the maximum power generated by a photovoltaic device and the product of $V_{oc}$ with $J_{sc}$ (called the theoretical max power point):\textsuperscript{129}

\[
FF = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{J_{sc}V_{oc}} = \frac{J_{\text{max}}V_{\text{max}}}{J_{sc}V_{oc}} \text{.................................................................1.1}
\]

Where, maximum power ($P_{\text{max}}$) is equal to $J_{\text{max}} \times V_{\text{max}}$. The last and most important parameter is the power conversion efficiency (PCE), which is defined by equation 1.2, the ratio between the maximum generated power and the incident power.

\[
\eta = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{solar}}} = \frac{J_{\text{max}}V_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{solar}}} = \frac{(J_{sc}V_{oc})}{I_{\text{solar}}} \times FF \text{.................................................................1.2}
\]

In all the later chapters 2-5, original research work is discussed in details. And last chapter 6 summarizes this body of work with explaining the future research plan and overall career research.
CHAPTER 2. HALIDE EXCHANGE AND SURFACE TREATMENT OF METAL-HALIDE PEROVSKITE NANOCRYSTALS WITH ALKYLTRICHLOROSILANES


2.1 Introduction

Lead-based metal-halide perovskites (MHPs) have the general chemical formula of APbX₃, where A is methylammonium, formamidinium, or Cs and X is Cl, Br, or I. Lead-based MHPs are direct bandgap semiconductors and have high Φₚₗ of up to 80-100%. The electronic and optical properties of MHPs make these materials appealing for optoelectronic devices, such as photovoltaics (PVs), light emitting diodes (LEDs), lasers, and photodetectors (PDs). While the bulk materials are garnering significantly more interest for PVs, nanomaterials are more attractive for LEDs owing to their currently higher Φₚₗ.

Metal-halide perovskite (MHP) NCs can be synthesized using low-cost precursors and relatively simple synthetic procedures. The most widely preferred method for synthesizing NCs is the hot-injection method, which was first used to synthesize highly luminescent and monodisperse colloidal CsPbX₃ NCs with 4-15 nm edge lengths. Bandgap energies and PL emission spectra of these synthesized NCs are easily tunable over the entire visible spectral range of 410-700 nm with Φₚₗ of up to 90% via adjusting the halide composition or taking advantage of quantum size-effects. CsPbX₃ NCs show narrower size distributions than many other nanoparticles, e.g., CuInS₂, CuInSe₂, Cu₂ZnSnS₄, partly because of the distinct size and charge of Pb²⁺, Cs⁺, and X⁻ ions.
The varying ion size and charge helps ensure proper order and homogeneity in the
distribution of ions in the formation of NCs.\(^\text{12}\) Furthermore, MHPs are more ionic in nature
than chalcogenide containing NCs, which plays a role in making these NCs significantly
less sensitive to surface states than chalcogenide containing NCs.\(^\text{12,61,72}\)

In addition to the direct synthesis of NCs with varying halide composition, these
NCs can readily undergo anion exchange reactions with various halide sources in solution
to vary the halide composition in post-synthesis. The ease of anion exchange reactions in
NCs is partly attributed to the dynamic surface ligand binding of oleylammonium halide
and oleylammonium oleate,\(^\text{10,73}\) the ability of these NCs to retain their cubic structures at
40 °C due to the rigid cationic sublattice,\(^\text{28,66,74}\) and the high ionic diffusion afforded by the
vacancy-assisted diffusion mechanism.\(^\text{28,66,75–77}\) In general, all that is needed for rapid anion
exchange to occur is a source of halide ions.

Common halide ion sources for anion exchange have thus far included lithium
halides (LiX),\(^\text{142}\) lead halides (PbX\(_\text{2}\)),\(^\text{28,145}\) oleyl/alkyl-ammonium halides (O/RAmX),\(^\text{28,146}\)
alkyl-magnesium halides (Grignard reagents, RMgX),\(^\text{28}\) and zinc halides (ZnX\(_\text{2}\)).\(^\text{67}\)
Through tuning the concentration of the halide exchange source, the PL maximum can be
adjusted over the entire visible wavelength range with narrow full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 10-40 nm while maintaining \(\Phi_{\text{PL}}\) of 1-90%.\(^\text{28,64,67,145–147}\) In addition to solution
state anion exchange reactions, Guhrenz, et al. demonstrated that solid state anion exchange
reactions between parent NCs and common NaX and KX salts occur and can be used to
alter the NC composition and PL emission over a wide spectral range (400 nm to 700 nm).\(^\text{64}\)
In a less conventional approach, Parobek, et al. carried out anion exchange reactions via
photoexcitation of CsPbX\(_3\) NCs in a solution of dihalomethane in the absence of any
spontaneously reacting anion precursors. However, all these methods of anion exchange reactions have their disadvantages that further complicate their synthesis and/or purification. For example, the inclusion of excess ligands in solution to help dissolve the anion exchange precursor, the need for laser irradiation, or the need for post-exchange surface treatments of synthesized NCs to maintain stability.

A major issue that must be overcome to facilitate commercial applications for these NCs is their instability to atmospheric moisture, oxygen, and light illumination. One means of stabilizing colloidal NCs is to coat them with a stable and inert ligand shell. As it has been demonstrated that the most commonly used ligands with NCs, namely conjugate counterparts of oleylamine and oleic acid, bind in a highly dynamic fashion, these surface ligands are one of the reasons that NCs are typically unstable in solution. In addition, to keep the NCs as stable as possible in solution there must be an excess of oleylamine and oleic acid present. Surface ligands that have been used in place of oleylamine and oleic acid are thiols, thiocyanate salts, triocetylphosphine oxide, 2-adamantylammonium bromide, and 3-(N,N-dimethyloctadecylammonio)propane sulfonate. Many of these ligands lead to higher $\Phi_{PL}$, but few have been shown to result in colloidal NCs that are stable in solution for more than a few days. Furthermore, most of these ligands were applied to CsPbBr$_3$, CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$, or CsPbI$_3$ NCs. Herein, we report a simple, fast, and room temperature anion exchange reaction between host CsPbBr$_3$ NCs and alkyltrichlorosilanes. It was previously demonstrated that trichlorosilanes can be used to modify the surface of planar methylammonium lead iodide films, but they have not yet been applied to perovskite NCs as surface modifiers and were not previously shown to result in halide exchange with the methylammonium lead iodide.
films investigated. In our work, dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTS) is shown to react to form a hydrophobic shell around the NCs to keep them stable in solution for extended time periods, while the Cl\(^{-}\) is exchanged with Br\(^{-}\) in the CsPbBr\(_3\) NCs to produce CsPbCl\(_3\) NCs. In this process we suspect DTS primarily reacts with water molecules dissolved in the dispersion of NCs, while a smaller amount of DTS may also react with hydroxyl groups or water molecules on the NC surfaces, to form hydrochloric acid and dodecylsilols. These silols may then either react with undercoordinated surface lead atoms through the formation of a Pb-O bond, or react with other molecules of DTS to produce siloxane polymers and hydrochloric acid.\(^{158}\) These liberated Cl\(^{-}\) ions participate in the anion exchange for Br\(^{-}\), while oxygen atoms in the Si-O-Si groups of siloxane polymers may coordinate to the metal centers on the surface of CsPbCl\(_3\) NCs. Similar to NCs coated with silsesquioxanes and SiO\(_2\),\(^{131,155}\) we show that CsPbCl\(_3\) NCs produced with DTS show significantly improved stability and increased Φ\(_{PL}\) over those of CsPbCl\(_3\) NCs synthesized from alternative anion exchange methods reported in the literature.\(^{159}\)

2.2 Experimental Details

2.2.1 Materials and Chemicals

Cs\(_2\)CO\(_3\) (99.9%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), octadecene (ODE, tech. 90%, ACROS Organics), oleic acid (OA, tech.90%, Alfa Aesar), oleylamine (OLA, >40%, TCI), PbCl\(_2\)/PbBr\(_2\) (puratronic 99.99%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTS, >97.0%, TCI), and hexane (ACS grade, BDH) were purchased and used as received.
2.2.2 Preparation of Cs-Oleate

0.1018 g $\text{Cs}_2\text{CO}_3$, 5.0 mL ODE, and 0.39 mL OA were added to a 50 mL round bottom flask with side-arm glass stopcock. The flask was then heated to 120 °C and kept at 120 °C for 1 hour under vacuum. For dissolving $\text{Cs}_2\text{CO}_3$ completely and forming Cs-oleate, the reaction mixture in the flask was heated to and maintained at 150 °C under a $\text{N}_2$ environment for 1 hour while stirring the reaction mixture at 400 rpm.

2.2.3 Synthesis and Purification of CsPbX$_3$ Nanocrystals

For synthesizing CsPbCl$_3$ and CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, approximately 52.30 mg PbCl$_2$ (with 1 mL TOP) and 69 mg PbBr$_2$, respectively, were added to 5 mL ODE in another 50 mL round bottom flask with side-arm glass stopcock for each type of NCs. Then the flask was heated to 120 °C and kept at 120 °C under vacuum while stirring the solution mixture at 400 rpm. After 15 minutes of the temperature reaching 120 °C, 1.5 mL OA and 1.5 mL OLA (for CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, 0.5 mL OA and 0.5 mL OLA were used) were injected in the flask successively. When the solution mixture in the flask turned clear yellow color, the flask was heated to 170 °C (for CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, it was 180 °C). To form NCs, the stirring speed in the PbCl$_2$ or PbBr$_2$ containing flask was reduced to 200 rpm and a preheated 0.4 mL Cs-oleate solution from the other flask was injected dropwise into the PbCl$_2$ or PbBr$_2$ containing flask with a 2 mL glass syringe. Following the Cs-oleate injection, the flask was immediately cooled down to room temperature by submerging the flask in an ice bath. For storage and further studies of colloidal CsPbCl$_3$ and CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, 1.0 mL of crude solution in a 2 mL plastic vial was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 minutes, and the colorful supernatant was discarded. Then NCs were dispersed in 300 μL hexane, and the solution was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 minutes. Supernatant was collected and the pellet
discarded. Total volume of the stock NC dispersion was 2.7 mL (for CsPbBr₃ NCs, it was 1.8 mL).

2.2.4 **Synthesis of PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs**

19.467 mg PbCl₂ along with 0.5 mL TOP was mixed with 2.5 mL ODE in a 50 mL 2-neck flask and kept under vacuum at 120 °C for more than 10 minutes while stirring at 400 rpm. OA and OLA (0.25 mL each) were injected at 120 °C under vacuum. For complete dissolution of PbCl₂, the temperature of the flask was raised to 170 °C for 10-15 minutes under a N₂ environment. After dissolution of PbCl₂, the temperature of the flask was lowered to 40 °C and CsPbBr₃ NCs (before adding, 155 μL of pure CsPbBr₃ NCs was diluted in 345 μL hexane) was injected in the dissolved PbCl₂ to initiate the anion exchange to form colloidal CsPbCl₃ NCs. Purification of this sample was also carried out in the same manner as that of colloidal CsPbX₃ NCs. Total volume of colloidal dispersion of CsPbCl₃ was 1.2 mL.

2.2.5 **Synthesis of DTS assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs**

Differing volumes of DTS, as specified in the text, were added to the initially purified colloidal CsPbBr₃ NC suspension. For FTIR and Raman samples, the crude solution was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 30 minutes, and the supernatant was collected. The CsPbCl₃ NCs in the pellet were dispersed in hexane again. For time-dependent Φ₉₉ and lifetime measurements, DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs were used directly without further purification. For solid films and XRD Samples, 250 μL of stock dispersion of CsPbBr₃ NCs was diluted to 2.5 mL with hexane. Then 1 mL of DTS and 0.5 mL of distilled water were added to the NCs, respectively. Then 1 mL of crude dispersion of
CsPbCl$_3$ NCs was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 30 minutes, and the supernatant was collected for preparing solid thin films. NCs in the pellet were re-dispersed in 1.2 mL of hexane and centrifuged again at 10000 rpm for 3 minutes, and the supernatant was collected and used for preparing XRD samples.

2.2.6 Stability Measurements

For PbCl$_2$ assisted anion exchanged NCs, 100 µL deionized water was directly added to 3 mL of colloidal CsPbCl$_3$ NCs (absorbance values of ca. 0.1 at 350 nm). After inverting the capped cuvette several times, PL emission spectra were collected. A similar procedure was followed for DTS assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl$_3$ NCs. For thin films, DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs were deposited on a glass substrate by drop casting. After the sample was dry, time-dependent PL emission spectra were collected.

2.2.7 Characterization

Optical absorption spectra were collected using an Ocean Optics QE pro high-performance spectrometer with 80 ms integration time and 5 micron slit width. PL emission spectra were measured using a Lumina Fluorescence Spectrometer by Thermo Fisher Scientific with 20 ms integration time and 2.5 nm slit width (PL data in SI Figure 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 were collected with a Horiba Scientific Fluoromax Plus-C Fluorimeter with 1.25 and 0.5 nm slits for SI Figures 2.3.4c and 2.3.5b, respectively). For collecting PL data, NC dispersion were diluted in hexane to reach an optical absorbance of 0.05-0.1 (1.2 µM*3-4 mL NC dispersion) at the excitation wavelength. PL emission spectra were collected by exciting the samples at 350 nm for colloidal CsPbCl$_3$ NCs and at 405 nm for colloidal
CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. For $\Phi_{PL}$ measurements, the NC dispersions were diluted in hexane to reach an optical absorbance of 0.05-0.1 at the excitation wavelength. The spectra were collected using a Horiba Scientific Fluoromax Plus-C Fluorimeter equipped with an integrating sphere by exciting the samples with a 350 nm excitation wavelength for CsPbCl$_3$ NCs and a 405 nm excitation wavelength for CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. Emission was scanned to include the Rayleigh scattering from the hexane solvent. Photoluminescence lifetimes were measured using a DeltaHub™ high throughput time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) controller with an excitation wavelength of 393 nm generated by a pulsed NanoLED excitation source. Experimental PL lifetime results were fitted with exponential decay curves using Horiba Scientific Decay Analysis Software. FTIR data were obtained with a Thermo Scientific Nicolet IS50 FTIR Spectrometer equipped with a diamond ATR plate. A resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$ and 64 scans were used in each measurement. Purified NCs were drop-cast on a glass slide and Raman spectra were obtained with a Thermo Scientific Raman Microscope DXR equipped with a 10x objective lens. Raman measurements were carried out with a laser power of 10 mW and an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. A resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$ and 32 scans were used in each measurement. TEM samples were prepared on lacey carbon films supported by 300 mesh copper and TEM images were obtained using a JEOL 2010F operated at 200 kV. The X-ray diffraction patterns (0-20 scans) were taken on a Bruker-AXS D8 DISCOVER diffractometer with Cu K$\alpha$ radiation ($\lambda$ = 1.5418 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. Samples for XRD measurements were prepared by drop-casting perovskite NC dispersions on cleaned glass substrates and drying under vacuum.
2.3 Results and Discussion

The colloidal CsPbBr$_3$ NCs were synthesized by the hot-injection method described by Protesescu et al. with minor changes.$^{12}$ The NCs were purified through centrifugation, with complete procedures for synthesis and purification described in the experimental section. Figure 2.1a shows characteristic optical absorption and PL emission spectra of purified colloidal CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. The CsPbBr$_3$ NCs show excitonic absorption maxima at 505 nm and a PL emission maximum of 512 nm with FWHM of 17.4 nm, which is comparatively narrower than the previously reported values in the literature.$^{10,13,146,157}$

Figure 2.1  (a) Optical absorption and PL emission spectra (inset showing optical photograph of parent CsPbBr$_3$ NCs under a 365 nm UV lamp), (b) high resolution TEM image, (c) XRD patterns, and (d) PL lifetime decay of parent CsPbBr$_3$ NCs.
This narrower FWHM of the CsPbBr₃ NCs indicates that the synthesized NCs are highly monodisperse.¹⁰,¹³ The Φₚl of the CsPbBr₃ NCs range from 39 to 74% and are dependent on the specific synthesis conditions. Particularly, the Φₚl depends on the stoichiometric ratio of PbBr₂ and Cs₂CO₃ as well as the reaction quenching time. The same batch of purified CsPbBr₃ NCs with an initial Φₚl of 74% was used for the anion exchange reaction data reported herein. The transmission electron microscope (TEM) images and X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-synthesized CsPbBr₃ NCs shown in Figure 2.1b and c indicates that the NCs are cubic in shape with edge length and squareness of 11.30±1.70 nm and 0.90±0.12, respectively.¹⁰,⁷²,¹⁴⁶,¹⁶⁰ As shown in Figure 2.1d, these CsPbBr₃ NCs have average radiative lifetimes of 9.4±0.1 ns, which is in the typical range for colloidal CsPbBr₃ NCs.¹²,¹⁷,¹⁶¹

Parent CsPbBr₃ NCs were directly transformed to colloidal CsPbClₓBr₃₋ₓ NCs upon addition of DTS to a solution of parent CsPbBr₃ NCs, as depicted in Figure 2.2a and indicated by the UV-vis absorbance and PL emission spectra presented in Figure 2.2b and c.
Figure 2.2 (a) A proposed mechanism of synthesizing DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs; (b, c) time-dependent UV-Vis absorbance (nonnormalized) and normalized PL emission spectra of DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs at 5 minute intervals; (d) time-dependent PL emission spectra showing the PL emission maxima at 5 minute intervals; (e) PL emission spectra of DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs after 30 minutes of addition of 50, 200, and 300 µL of DTS to the 3 mL colloidal solution of parent NCs at room temperature (inset shows optical photographs of 50, 200, and 300 µL DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs under a 365 nm UV lamp); and (f) a list of trichlorosilanes used in this study.

**Figure 2.2b and c** show that upon addition of 50 µL DTS to a 3 mL dispersion of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs in hexane (concentration ca. 1.2 µM), the first excitonic absorption maxima and PL maximum blue shift from 508 nm to 446 nm and 512 nm to 451 nm, respectively, within 30 minutes. **Figure 2.2d** shows that as the concentration of DTS in solution increases, the rate of reaction increases and the PL maximum plateaus at shorter wavelengths. The PL emission peaks maintain narrow FWHMs of 10.5 to 14.2 nm for all DTS concentrations investigated, as evident in **Figure 2.2e**, which agrees with previously reported data for CsPbCl$_3$ and CsPbCl$_x$Br$_{3-x}$.$^{28,145,146}$ Upon anion exchange reactions the PL intensity and $\Phi_{PL}$ decrease, which is in agreement with the lower $\Phi_{PL}$ previously observed for CsPbCl$_3$ relative to CsPbBr$_3$. **Figure 2.2d and e** show that the final halide composition
depends on the concentration of DTS added to the solution of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. Other trichlorosilanes listed in Figure 2.2f were also investigated and found to yield similar results, which suggests that this procedure should be applicable to any trichlorosilane containing molecule.

To compare our method of synthesizing CsPbCl$_3$ NCs with other synthetic methods, we also performed the anion exchange using PbCl$_2$ as the Cl$^-$ source using hot injection method. Figure 2.3 shows that the CsPbCl$_3$ NCs synthesized with DTS as the chloride source display similar absorption and PL spectra as those synthesized using PbCl$_2$ as the halide source, which is a commonly used Cl$^-$ source for anion exchange.$^{28,146}$ The PL maxima for the CsPbCl$_3$ NCs produced through Cl$^-$ exchange with DTS and PbCl$_2$ fall at 413 and 409 nm, respectively, and display identical FWHMs of 10.5 nm. These values are comparable to the 410 nm PL maximum reported for pure CsPbCl$_3$ NCs,$^{12}$ which suggests that after 30 minutes the exchange reaction is nearly complete.
Figure 2.3 (a) Optical absorption (dashed lines) and PL emission (solid lines) spectra of DTS assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs (blue, 300 µL DTS + 1.2 µM*3 mL parent NC dispersion) and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs (violet). Inset in 2.3a shows optical photographs of PbCl₂ and 300 µL DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs under a 365 nm UV lamp; HR-TEM images of (b) 50 µL DTS assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs; (c) PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs; and (d) comparison of XRD patterns of DTS and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged NCs.

TEM images and XRD patterns were collected on both DTS and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs, as shown in Figures 2.3b-d. The XRD spectra are consistent with the cubic perovskite structure (Pm3m space group) of CsPbCl₃ NCs.⁷² Both DTS and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged NCs have nearly identical average crystal sizes and squareness (9.7±1.6 nm, 9.6±1.5 nm, and 0.90±0.11, respectively). The nearly identical sizes and shapes of both DTS and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged NCs indicates that the Cl⁻ source does not affect the shape and crystal structure of these NCs. Furthermore, with
both Cl− sources the NCs contract slightly in size while the shape remains nearly identical to the parent CsPbBr₃ NCs, which is alike to the typical halide-precursor assisted anion exchanged NCs reported in the literature.²⁸,⁶⁴,¹⁴⁵

Improving the stability of CsPbBr₃ NCs through the use of surface ligands has been a subject of recent interest;¹⁶²–¹⁶⁴ however, CsPbCl₃ NCs have received much less attention in this regard. With using DTS for the Cl source, we expected that a siloxane coating would stabilize the NCs. Indeed, DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs show large enhancements in stability and dispersibility over PbCl₂ exchanged NCs.

![Figure 2.4](image)

**Figure 2.4** (a) Time-dependent PLQYs of DTS and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged NCs stored in capped vials in ambient air; (b) PL intensity of PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged NCs, and DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs as a function of time showing photobleaching; (c) time-dependent PL emission spectra showing stability of solid thin film prepared from DTS assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs via drop casting; (d) PL lifetime decays 2 days after anion exchange and the instrumental response function (IRF); and (e) table showing time-dependent average lifetimes, τ of DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs on a day-scale.
Figure 2.4a shows that the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of DTS exchanged NCs increase from starting values of 1-6% to final values of 7-10% (record 12% for a different experimental run) over a period of 1 month with storage in capped vials in ambient atmosphere. By contrast, the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of PbCl$_2$ assisted anion exchanged NCs decrease to 0% over this same time frame. In addition, DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs show suppressed photobleaching compared to the PbCl$_2$ assisted anion exchanged NCs, as shown in Figure 2.4b. In addition, we did not observe any aggregation of DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs after one month of storage in ambient air. The stability of solid films of DTS exchanged NCs on a glass substrate were also investigated, as shown in Figure 2.4c. We observed similar results as for the solution measurements, i.e., the PL intensity of the DTS exchanged NC films increased up to 41% after storage in air for 6 days.

We further investigated the PL properties through measuring the PL lifetimes at varying times after anion exchange, as shown in Figure 2.3d and e. The PL lifetime decays of DTS and PbCl$_2$ assisted anion exchanged NCs are best fit with bi-exponential decays, and the average lifetimes of the NCs are within the range of previously reported values.$^{12,17,165,166}$ Two different decay pathways in the PL lifetime decays likely arise from states within the bandgap, which may arise from surface states and/or structural distortions.$^{12,17,74,165–168}$ We find that the PL lifetimes of the CsPbCl$_3$Br$_{3-x}$ NCs produced from DTS as the Cl$^{-}$ source are 2 to 2.5 times longer than those with PbCl$_2$ as the Cl$^{-}$ source at 2 and 7 days after synthesis, with values of ca. 2 ns for PbCl$_2$ and ca. 5 ns for DTS. We hypothesize that this longer lifetime for the DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs arises from coordination of oxygen from the O-Si groups and passivation by excess halide ions to undercoordinated surface Pb atoms. After 32 days, the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of the CsPbCl$_3$ NCs produced
from PbCl$_2$ has decreased to $ca.$ 0.1%, and correspondingly the PL lifetime has decreased to only 0.24 ns. By contrast, after 32 days the $\Phi_{PL}$ of the DTS exchanged NCs either remain similar to their values on day 7 (with 50 and 200 $\mu$L DTS) or show further increased lifetimes of 9.2 ns (with 300 $\mu$L DTS) as shown in Figure 2.4e. These PL lifetimes further support that DTS significantly improves NC stability.

To further investigate the stability of the NCs in the presence of water, 100 $\mu$L of deionized H$_2$O was directly added to 1.2 $\mu$M*3 mL of a colloidal solution of DTS exchanged NCs 20 minutes after initial DTS addition. As is evident in Figure 2.5a and b, the addition of water causes the PL intensity of the NCs with DTS to increase by a factor of more than two over 30 minutes; whereas, the PL intensity of the NCs with PbCl$_2$ decreases by 90% over 30 minutes.
Figure 2.5 (a) PL spectra changes upon adding 100 µL of water to 1.2 µM*3 mL of DTS and PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged NCs in hexane; (b) time-dependent PL emission spectra showing stability of DTS assisted anion exchange CsPbCl₃ NCs over days in exposure of 100 µL distilled water to 1.2 µM*3 mL colloidal dispersion of DTS assisted anion exchanged CsPbCl₃ NCs; (c, d) FTIR spectra of pure DTS, DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs, PbCl₂ assisted anion exchanged NCs, and host NCs; and (e) FT-IR spectra of DTS with added water and DTS exchanged NCs with added water showing the Si–O stretching mode and a peak that is suspected to arise from Si–O groups where the oxygen is coordinated with Pb.

The hypsochromic PL shift for the DTS exchanged NCs is suspected to result from the additional HCl generated upon water addition, i.e., the unreacted DTS molecules react with water following the mechanism in Figure 2.2a. The higher Cl⁻ concentration in solution results in further halide exchange to shift the equilibria closer to pure CsPbCl₃ NCs. The enhanced PL intensity may be attributed to the increased amount of siloxane in solution that is available to coordinate and passivate the NC surface; or, this PL increase may result from the increased concentration of Cl⁻ in solution, which may help to passivate defect states on the NC surfaces (e.g., undercoordinated Pb). Longer term stability measurements, as displayed in Figure 2.5b for a separate batch of DTS exchanged NCs,
show that the PL emission intensity reaches a maximum 1 day after water addition and decreases from that maximum by less than 20\% after 6 days.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) absorbance and Raman scattering were used to further investigate the reactions of DTS and CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. Figure 2.5c shows the FTIR spectra of the NCs, associated organic molecules, and their conjugate counterparts. The main observations from this data are that the DTS that remains in the NC solution following purification is completely converted to siloxane, the Si-O-Si groups appear to coordinate to the NC surface, and DTS displaces the oleylamine/oleylammonium ion and oleic acid/oleate ion ligands from the NC surface as symmetric stretching modes of N-H and =C-H as well as asymmetric modes of COOH and COO$^-$ ion are disappeared as shown in Figure 2.5c and d. In DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs, we observe the disappearance of the Si-Cl bands at 562 and 585 cm$^{-1}$ present in pure DTS and an increase in the Si-O-Si anti-symmetric stretching modes at $\sim$970-1200 cm$^{-1}$.\textsuperscript{131,169,170} In addition, the absence of the Si-OH peak at 924 cm$^{-1}$ in the dispersion of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs supports that the DTS molecules form siloxane polymers or Si-O-Pb bonds, as opposed to silols.\textsuperscript{131,171} The symmetric stretching mode of Si-O-Si groups in DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs appears at 788 cm$^{-1}$, which is shifted from the sharp band at 765 cm$^{-1}$ of Si-O-Si groups in the siloxane polymers formed from pure DTS upon air exposure.\textsuperscript{131,170} This peak shift may potentially arise from the Si-O-Si groups coordinating to the Pb centers on the NC surfaces. Another peak appears at 1054 cm$^{-1}$ in DTS assisted anion exchanged NCs, shown in Figure 2.5e, which we suspect is due to Si-O-Si coordinated to Pb on the NC surface.
2.4 Conclusion

Perovskite NCs are attractive for light emitting applications, and this work provides an important step in developing methods for synthesizing highly luminescent and stable blue-emitting perovskite NCs. The alkyltrichlorosilane assisted anion exchange reactions demonstrated have several advantages compared to methods reported in the literature, including shorter reaction times, room temperature synthesis, no need for excess ligands or any exchange precursor work up, and the ability of DTS to act as both an anion source and surface modifier. The siloxanes also passivate the NC surfaces and stabilize the NCs, resulting in increased $\Phi_{PL}$ and high stability upon both storage in air and exposure to water. This discovery paves the way towards using a number of trichlorosilane derivatives as surface modifiers to further control and enhance the optical properties, electronic properties, and stability of chloride containing perovskite NCs.
CHAPTER 3. MECHANISTIC EXPLORATION OF DODECANETHIOL TREATED COLLOIDAL CESIUM LEAD BROMIDE NANOCRYSTALS WITH PHOTOLUMINESCENCE QUANTUM YIELDS REACHING NEAR 100%


3.1 Introduction

Both inorganic and organic metal-halide perovskite materials, from colloidal NCs to polycrystalline thin films, are drawing much attention in the field of optoelectronics. These materials display attractive optical and electronic properties, such as tunable direct band gaps,⁸,⁹ high absorption coefficients,¹⁰ low exciton binding energies,¹⁶,¹⁷ high electron and hole mobilities,¹¹ narrow emission line-widths,¹² and Φₚₐ.¹³,¹⁶,¹⁷,¹⁷³ Much of the initial excitement around organic metal-halide perovskites focused on their application in photovoltaics (PVs) based on thin polycrystalline films,¹¹⁷,¹⁷⁴ but now colloidal metal-halide perovskite NC are a subject of intense interest due to their highly desirable emission properties for light emitting applications. For example, narrow emission line-widths of 16-25 nm with Φₚₐ of 95% have been reported for as-synthesized CsPbBr₃ NCs in ligand mediated syntheses,¹³,¹⁶,¹⁷ with increases up to 100% through post-synthetic modification,¹⁷,¹⁷³ and the emission wavelength can be readily adjusted by varying the halide composition between Cl, Br, and I.¹² Owing to their desirable optoelectronic properties, colloidal metal-halide perovskite NCs have been used in PVs,¹³⁴,¹³⁵,¹⁷⁵ light emitting diodes,²⁶,²⁷,¹³⁷ photodetectors,¹⁴²,¹⁷⁶ and lasers.⁸,¹³⁸,¹³⁹ Although green emitting
CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs have reached Φ\textsubscript{PL} of unity, they lack long-term colloidal stability and the sensitivity to synthesis conditions leads to a wide variation in reported Φ\textsubscript{PL} values\textsuperscript{10,17,78,114}.

Synthesis of colloidal CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs with tunable energy gaps and PL emission spanning the visible spectrum was first reported using the hot-injection method\textsuperscript{12}, and later followed by reports of lower temperature recrystallization based synthetic techniques\textsuperscript{177,178}. Synthesis and post-synthetic compositional tuning of colloidal CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs is comparatively facile\textsuperscript{64,67,142,146,147,159}, but maintaining stable optical properties of colloidal CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs is a huge challenge because the parent ligands are highly labile\textsuperscript{10,16,78}.

Consequently, synthesized colloidal CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs lose their colloidal stability, structural integrity, and PL emission intensity due to aging or dispersion of NCs in polar solvents\textsuperscript{10,13,16,17,78,80,179}. Commonly, purification of the NCs is limited so as to maintain a reasonable concentration of unbound ligands in the NC dispersion that can readily replace desorbed surface ligands\textsuperscript{10}. These excess ligands in the NC dispersion are helpful for maintaining colloidal stability and passivating surface defect states, but in optoelectronic device applications these excess ligands will limit charge transport. Thus, identification of strongly bound surface ligands that lead to high Φ\textsubscript{PL} and stable NCs remains a priority.

Colloidal CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs are highly defect-tolerant owing to their ionic nature\textsuperscript{28,61}; however, defect states with low formation energies in as-synthesized colloidal CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs are still present and limit the Φ\textsubscript{PL} from reaching unity\textsuperscript{12}. A number of both donor and acceptor defect states may appear\textsuperscript{12,180}, with synthetic conditions influencing the dominant defect states that form. Recent work has suggested that the most detrimental commonly observed defect states in CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs are halide vacancies at the surface, which lead to undercoordinated surface Pb atoms\textsuperscript{55,56}. In CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs, the surface bromide vacancies
result in shallow electron traps, and passivation or elimination of these shallow traps is suspected to play a primary role in enhancing $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$. Higher dimensional defects can also be harmful, such as the precipitation of metallic Pb particles on the NC surface.\textsuperscript{17,60}

There is an ongoing quest to reduce the number of harmful defects present in CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs through varying the synthetic conditions or post-synthetic chemical treatments.\textsuperscript{17,78} For example, several novel synthetic routes use separate sources for all three precursors,\textsuperscript{72,181,182} which allows CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs to be produced with varying halide compositions and high $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$. Surface ligands are also extremely important for creating highly emissive and stable CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs. In the most common synthetic routes both a carboxylic acid and an amine are necessary to stabilize the NCs, as these ligands bind as an ion pair consisting of an alkylammonium and an alkylcarboxylate.\textsuperscript{10} Adding additional surface ligands to the precursor solution can produce more stable CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs with high $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$. For example, tri-n-butylphosphine (PBu\textsubscript{3}), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO), primary amines (L-type ligands),\textsuperscript{20} (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APS),\textsuperscript{183} and 3-(N,N-dimethyloctadecylammonio)-propanesulfonate (a sulfobetaine) were shown to enhance PL properties of CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs in ligand mediated syntheses.\textsuperscript{13,16,184}

Post-synthetic treatments also provide a means of improving PL properties and stability, with an advantage of being able to manipulate the surface chemistry without re-optimizing the synthetic conditions for each surface ligand. Ligands that have been observed to improve the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ when applied in a post-synthetic treatment include thiocyanate salts,\textsuperscript{17} thiols,\textsuperscript{80} tetrafluoroborate salts,\textsuperscript{114} alkyltrichlorosilanes,\textsuperscript{63} aminopropyltriethoxysilane,\textsuperscript{185} phosphonates,\textsuperscript{55} sulfonates,\textsuperscript{55} trialkylphosphines,\textsuperscript{55,184} carboxylates,\textsuperscript{55} and di-dodecyldimethylammonium bromide.\textsuperscript{186} Koscher and coworkers
demonstrated that post-synthetic treatments of colloidal CsPbBr$_3$ NCs by thiocyanate salts improved $\Phi_{PL}$ to near 100% due to the removal of shallow electron traps within the band gap.$^{17}$ Ruan and coworkers showed that 1-octanethiol can passivate surface defects and enhance the PL intensity of the NCs in post-synthetic surface treatment when applied in a multistep ligand exchange and using a Pb$^{2+}$ ion filling process.$^{80}$ By contrast to the increased PL intensity observed by Ruan, et al., Liu, et al. observed that thiols, and particularly dithiols, can lead to decreased PL intensities when amines are present due to the degradation of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs to Cs$_4$PbBr$_6$ NCs.$^{81}$ Currently, few surface ligands produce NCs with long-term stability while maintaining high $\Phi_{PL}$.

Through experimental and theoretical means the community is beginning to develop an understanding of how different defect states, surface states, and surface ligands influence the optical properties, electronic properties, and stability of these metal-halide perovskites. Further building this understanding will be necessary to enable the future design of novel metal-halide perovskite nanomaterials with targeted properties to enable high-performance applications. In this work, we present a systematic investigation of how various surface ligands influence the stability and $\Phi_{PL}$ of colloidal CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. We find that thiols, largely through formation of thioethers and likely thiolates, lead to near unity $\Phi_{PL}$ and highly stable CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. The improvement in $\Phi_{PL}$ observed upon thiol treatment is attributed to thioether and/or thiolate coordination to surface lead atoms and inhibited formation of metallic Pb particles, while the improved stability is attributed to the stronger binding affinity of thioethers and thiolates relative to carboxylates. Thioether formation and NC surface modification is hypothesized to be photocatalyzed by the
CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, as exposure to blue or UV light in the presence of the NCs is shown to rapidly accelerate thioether formation and $\Phi_{PL}$ improvement.

3.2 Experimental Details

3.2.1 Materials and Chemicals

Cs$_2$CO$_3$ (99.9%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), octadecene (ODE, tech. 90%, ACROS Organics), oleic acid (OA, tech. 90%, Alfa Aesar), oleylamine (OLA, >40%, TCI), CsBr and PbBr$_2$ (puratronic 99.99%, metals basis, Alfa Aesar), hexane (ACS grade, BDH), anhydrous toluene (Tol, 99.8%, Alfa Aesar), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.9%, SeccoSolv®), N,N-dimethylmethanamide (DMF, 99.9%, SeccoSolv®), 1-butanethiol (BT, >97%, TCI), 1-octanethiol (OT, >95%, TCI), 1-dodecanethiol (DDT, >95%, TCI), NH$_4$SCN (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), tetradecyldimethyl(3-sulfopropyl)ammonium hydroxide inner salt (SB, >98%, TCI), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 98%, Alfa Aesar), tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP, ≥97%, Alfa Aesar), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, ≥98.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), and coumarin 153 (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) were purchased and used as received.

3.2.2 Synthesis of CsPbBr$_3$ Nanocrystals

Synthesis and Purification of CsPbBr$_3$ nanocrystals were carried out following the similar procedure discussed in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 sections in Chapter 2.
3.2.3 Modification and Purification of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs For Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR), X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), and $^1$H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Studies

40.0 μmoles of DDT were directly added to 100 μL of purified crude NC dispersion (48 nmoles). 30 minutes later, the NC dispersion was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 30 minutes. Supernatant was discarded and DDT-NCs were dispersed in 1.5 mL of hexane for further studies. To avoid aggregation of DDT-NCs in this process, the DDT-NC dispersion was sonicated for 10-20 seconds.

3.2.4 Preparation of CsPbBr$_3$ Bulk Thin Films for XPS Measurements

35 wt% (Cs/Pb = 0.25), 38 wt% (Cs/Pb = 0.50), and 28 wt% (Cs/Pb = 1.00) CsPbBr$_3$ solutions were prepared from a mixture of CsBr and PbBr$_2$ in a mixture of DMSO and DMF in a volume ratio of 4:1. The mixture was stirred at 1000 rpm at 70 °C over night to get a clear solution. Concentration of the Cs/Pb = 1.00 solution is lower because of the low solubility of CsBr. Even with the reduced concentration, the Cs/Pb = 1.00 solution had to be heated to 180 °C for precursor dissolution. Before depositing perovskite solution on ITO, ITO substrates were cleaned with successive sonication in a detergent solution, deionized (DI) water, acetone, and isopropanol baths for 10 minutes. The substrates were then treated with UV-ozone for 10 minutes. In the next step, 100 μL of perovskite solution was spin-coated on the cleaned ITO substrate at 100 rpm for 5s followed by 3000 rpm for 80s. After spinning for 15s, 200 μL of degassed toluene as an antisolvent was drop-cast to promote formation of a smooth and uniform thin film. Then the CsPbBr$_3$ films were annealed at 100 °C on a preheated hot plate. After 5 minutes of annealing, the films were
cooled down to room temperature. When the films were at room temperature, 200 µL of a ligand solution (made from DEE, DDT/DOS, and toluene in a molar ratio of 1:0.1:5.52) was drop-cast on the perovskite film with the same spinning rate. After this last step, the perovskite film was rinsed with 200 µL of degassed toluene 3 times with the same spinning rate. Film fabrication and solution preparation were done in an N₂ filled glove box (typically <0.1 ppm O₂ and H₂O). The films were directly loaded into the XPS analysis system without air exposure.

3.2.5 Absorbance

Optical absorption spectra were collected using the same conditions described in section 2.2.7. Optical absorption spectra were also obtained using a Thermo Scientific Evolution 201 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer with 100 ms integration time and 2 nm slit widths.

3.2.6 Photoluminescence

3.2.6.1 Measured Using Fluorimeter

PL emission spectra were collected using the same instruments and conditions described in section 2.2.7. But for this project, to the 1.2 µL*4 mL NC dispersion, 14.0 to 23.0 µmoles of surface ligand were added during the time-dependent PL measurements. Minimal variation in PL properties were observed when the surface ligand concentrations were adjusted within this 14.0-23.0 µmole range.
3.2.6.2 Measured Using 405 nm Laser and Fiber Optic CCD Spectrometer

PL spectra were also collected using a 405 nm laser (Thorlabs, CPS405, 4.5 mW) and an Ocean Optics QE pro high-performance spectrometer with 1000 ms integration time and 25 micron slit width. Photoluminescence was measured at a 90° angle relative to the excitation laser path.

3.2.7 Photoluminescence Quantum Yields ($\Phi_{PL}$)

$\Phi_{PL}$ of as-synthesized CsPbBr$_3$ NC and surface ligand treated CsPbBr$_3$ NCs were collected using the same conditions described in section 2.2.7.

3.2.8 Photoluminescence Lifetimes

Photoluminescence lifetimes were measured using a custom-built microscopy setup with an Olympus IX83 inverted microscope. The excitation wavelength was 488 nm, generated from an NKT Supercontinuum laser at a repetition rate of 19.4 MHz. Excitation light directed through a 488/10x (Chroma) filter was focused into the solution using a 60x, 1.2 NA water immersion objective. The excitation power was 0.33 µW at the back aperture of the objective. Fluorescence was directed through a 100 µm pinhole, followed by a 500LP (Chroma) filter and toward an avalanche photodiode (APD) detector. A Picoquant time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) module (Picoharp 300) was employed to log photon arrival times with respect to the sync pulse. Symphotime 64 software was used to generate histograms of arrival times and to fit the data. Fluorescence lifetimes were
extracted by exponential fitting of lifetime histograms using a calculated instrument response function (IRF) as reference.

3.2.9 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

TEM samples were prepared on a lacy carbon film supported by 300 mesh copper and TEM images were obtained using a JEOL 2010F and FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy measurements were recorded in STEM mode with 4 super energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detectors on the FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 kV.

3.2.10 X-Ray Diffraction

Glass substrates were cleaned with successive sonication in a detergent solution, deionized (DI) water, acetone, and isopropanol baths for 10 minutes. The cleaned substrates were treated with UV-ozone for 10 minutes for enhanced wettability. Samples for XRD measurements were prepared by drop-casting the samples on cleaned glass substrates and drying under vacuum. The X-ray diffraction patterns (θ-2θ scans) were taken on a Bruker-AXS D8 DISCOVER diffractometer with Cu K-α radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA.

3.2.11 Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) Absorbance

12.0 μmoles of each ligand or 3 μL (~1.4 nmoles) of as-synthesized NCs or undiluted DDT-NCs was directly put onto a diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) plate. Then the sample was left on the diamond ATR for ~1 minute to evaporate the solvent.
After drying the sample completely, FTIR data were obtained with a Thermo Scientific Nicolet IS50 FTIR Spectrometer equipped with a diamond ATR plate. A resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\) and 64 scans were used in each measurement.

### 3.2.12 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

For depositing both as-synthesized CsPbBr\(_3\) NC and surface ligand treated CsPbBr\(_3\) NC films on ITO substrates, ITO substrates were cleaned using the same procedure described above. Then samples were drop-cast on the clean ITO substrates. After drop-casting, substrates were dried under vacuum. Then XPS spectra were collected with Thermo Scientific K-\(\alpha\) XPS system and analyzer using a monochromated Al K-\(\alpha\) source (1486.6 eV) for excitation and a pass energy of 200 eV for survey and 50.0 eV for small region scans. For spin-coated CsPbBr\(_3\) bulk thin film study, XPS spectra were obtained with PHI 5600 system and analyzer using a non-monochromated Mg K-\(\alpha\) source (1253.6 eV) for excitation and a pass energy of 187.75 eV for survey and 58.7 eV for small region scans.

### 3.2.13 \(^1\)H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

12.0 \(\mu\)moles of each ligand or 1.4-4.8 nmoles of NC (hexane was completely evaporated) were added in 600 \(\mu\)L of chloroform-d to make NMR samples. Then NMR was performed on a Bruker 400 NEO (Billerica, MA) using CDCl\(_3\) and standard proton parameters.
3.3 Results AND Discussion

We synthesized colloidal CsPbBr$_3$ NCs in a standard precursor stoichiometry following the procedure reported by Protesescu and coworkers with minor changes.$^{12}$ Depending on the batch of NCs, the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ ranged from 39 to 79%, with an average $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of 56±16% for all batches. Through much of the paper we present data from the same batch of CsPbBr$_3$ with a $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of 54% and synthesized with a Cs:Pb ratio of 0.25. We treated these CsPbBr$_3$ NCs with several different molecular and ionic ligands, some of which are reported in the literature,$^{13,16,17,80,184}$ to compare their effects on PL properties of as-synthesized NCs. The molecular ligands we investigated herein include dodecanethiol (DDT), TOPO, and tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP), and the ionic ligands include ammonium thiocyanate (NH$_4$SCN), tetradecyldimethyl(3-sulfopropyl)ammonium hydroxide inner salt (abbreviated SB for sulfobetaine), and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). For time-dependent PL intensity and optical absorbance measurements, 7-10 $\mu$L of stock as-synthesized NC dispersion (i.e., the synthesized crude NCs after two purification cycles) was diluted in 4 mL of hexane resulting in NC dispersions with absorbance of ca. 0.1 at 405 nm (NC concentration of ca. 1.2 $\mu$M) and time-dependent PL intensity and optical absorbance were collected for minutes, hours, and days after adding between 14 and 23 $\mu$moles of a ligand to the diluted as-synthesized NC dispersion.$^{10}$ As shown in Table 3.1, these ligand and NC concentrations correspond to 2-4 ligands per potential Pb atom on the NC surface, assuming that the NC surface is based on CsPbBr$_3$ unit cells. For absolute $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ and time-resolved PL lifetime measurements additional hexane was typically added to keep the absorbance below 0.09 at 405 nm.
Table 3.1  Moles of each added surface ligand and the ratio of moles of surface ligand to moles of NCs for the fluorescence measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Amount of ligand (μmol)</th>
<th>Amount of NCs (nmol)</th>
<th>Ratio of Ligand to NC</th>
<th>Ratio of Ligand to Potential Pb surface site*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDT</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.1E+03</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.2E+03</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.1E+03</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.9E+03</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.2E+03</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄SCN</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.9E+03</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.1E+03</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPO</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.9E+03</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculations of total number of potential Pb surface sites are based on square NCs with edge lengths of 10.5 nm.

The time-dependent Φₕ of as-synthesized NCs upon addition of different surface ligands is presented in Figure 3.1. This time-dependent PL data shows that TOPO, TOP, and SDS decrease the Φₕ of as-synthesized NCs, whereas NH₄SCN, SB, and DDT enhance the Φₕ of the NCs. Previously, both TOP and PBu₃ were shown to provide significant improvements in Φₕ.⁵⁵,¹⁸⁴ but in our experiments TOP did not result in higher Φₕ. We noticed similar Φₕ enhancement of as-synthesized CsPbBr₃ NCs with NH₄SCN and SB as previously reported by Koscher, et al. and Krieg, et al., respectively.¹⁶,¹⁷ However, CsPbBr₃ NCs treated with NH₄SCN and SB show decreases in Φₕ after 1 and 5 days, respectively. We suspect that the reduced Φₕ and stability observed for NH₄SCN is due to our use of non-anhydrous and non-degassed hexane as the solvent, whereas
Koscher, et al. used dried and degassed solvents. On the other hand, DDT shows the highest enhancement in $\Phi_{PL}$ while maintaining stability even after 10 days. The time-dependent PL measurements, shown in Figure 3.1b, show that the PL intensity of the DDT treated NCs 10 days after treatment is 76% higher than the as-synthesized NCs. Shorter alkanethiols were also investigated, as shown in Figure 3.1c and d. These shorter alkanethiols result in similarly high $\Phi_{PL}$ after 1 day, but they are not as stable as DDT treated NCs.

Figure 3.1 PL quantum yield of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs as a function of time in (a) hours and (b) days after addition of varying surface ligands and (c) days and (d) minutes after addition of alkyl thiols with varying alkyl chain lengths to the as-synthesized NC dispersions.
Ten days following addition of DDT to the CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, a pronounced blue shift in the optical absorption edge and PL maxima of the NCs is evident, as shown in Figure 3.2a. As-synthesized CsPbBr$_3$ NCs show a first excitonic absorption maxima at 508 nm and PL maximum at 514 nm with a $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of 54%. After 10 days, the first excitonic absorption maxima and PL maxima of DDT-NCs shift to 501 nm and 507 nm, respectively, with a $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of 98%. The blue shift in PL emission correlates with the change in $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$. For example, as displayed in Figure 3.2b, at 0.5 hours, 6 hours, and 5 days following DDT addition the PL maxima are 514, 512, and 507 nm, while the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ are 29, 54, and 91%.
Figure 3.2 (a) Optical absorbance and PL emission spectra with no added DDT and 10 days after DDT addition, (b) time-dependent PL spectra of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs after addition of DDT, (c) comparison of time-resolved PL lifetime decays of as-synthesized and DDT treated NCs, (d and e) XRD patterns of as-synthesized NCs and DDT-NCs as a function of precursor stoichiometry, HAADF-STEM images and size distributions of (f and g) as-synthesized NCs (0.25), and (h and i) DDT-NCs (0.25) with calculated squareness. In (b) the time refers to the time after DDT was added to the NC dispersion, with the t = 0 spectrum recorded immediately before DDT addition.

The blue shift in emission likely results from a perturbation in the crystalline structure induced by the binding of thiol-derived species.$^{18,173,187,188}$ This structural change is evident in the XRD data presented in Figure 3.2d and e, where DDT addition appears to reduce the fraction of NCs in the orthorhombic phase.$^{173,188}$ Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis reveals minimal change in the NC size following
DDT treatment, as shown in Figure 3.2f-j. Here, the NCs have shorter edge lengths of 10.4 ± 1.1 and 10.0 ± 1.0 nm with squareness values of 0.9 for the as-synthesized and DDT treated NCs, respectively. Corresponding with the increased Φ\textsubscript{PL}, time-resolved PL lifetime decays show an increase in the PL lifetime from 6.9 to 11.3 ns following DDT addition, as shown in Figure 3.2c. The as-synthesized NCs and DDT-NCs show bi-exponential decays; however, the PL decay of DDT-NCs is dominated by the long-lived component. Furthermore, there is a reproducible decrease in the FWHM of 0.2 to 2 meV (ca. 5% of FWHM) following DDT treatment. Figure 3.2b displays an interesting trend in the time-dependent measurements of PL intensity, whereby a significant drop in intensity is observed immediately upon DDT addition. Following this initial drop, the PL intensity begins to increase and continues increasing over multiple days. The initial drop in PL intensity lasts for approximately 1 minute if a 405 nm laser (4.5 mW) is used for excitation as compared to multiple hours if a standard fluorimeter is used for excitation at 405 nm, as shown in Figure 3.1a and d. As the excitation light intensity is ca. 750 times less intense than the 4.5 mW laser intensity, it is apparent that the reactions occurring to improve the Φ\textsubscript{PL} can be photoinitiated.\textsuperscript{189}

To determine what reactions may be occurring to cause these changes in PL intensity following addition of DDT to the NC dispersion, we collected FTIR and \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectra of the different ligands, ligand mixtures, as-synthesized NCs, and purified DDT-NCs. Based on this series of data, we propose a mechanism whereby initial addition of DDT results in protonation of oleate ions with deprotonation of DDT and desorption of oleate ions and oleylammonium ions from the NC surface. The OA molecules do not coordinate to undercoordinated Pb atoms, as OA\textsuperscript− does,\textsuperscript{10,55} and thus the electron trap states
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resulting from undercoordinated Pb are unpassivated and the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ temporarily drops. The thiolates generated upon deprotonation of DDT either bind the NC surface or catalyze thiol-ene reactions,\textsuperscript{190} where thiol-ene reactions occur with remaining ODE, OA, and OLA. We suspect that the generated thiolates and/or thioethers are primarily what bind to the CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs. The temporary drop in PL intensity following alkanethiol addition may arise from the protonation and desorption rate of OA$^{-}$ exceeding the binding or generation rate of thiolates and thioethers. Another possibility is that a photo-induced reaction leads to this initial decrease, as will be expanded upon later.

**Figures 3.3a** show the FTIR spectra of sodium stearate (SS), OA, DDT, as-synthesized NCs, and purified DDT-NCs. The as-synthesized NCs show a weak band at around 1710 cm$^{-1}$, which is from the asymmetric stretching mode of C=O of COOH moieties in OA. Most OA molecules are in the oleate form, as the bands from the asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of CO$_2^-$ at 1556 and 1419 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, are more intense than the C=O stretching mode from the acidic form. After addition of DDT the C=O stretching mode from oleic acid increases considerably, whereas the bands at 1556 and 1419 cm$^{-1}$ from CO$_2^-$ modes decrease. Additionally, the intensity of the O-H stretching mode of COOH groups at $\sim$3475 cm$^{-1}$ increases after addition of DDT, as evident in **Figure 3.3c**. This data indicates that oleate ions are being protonated to form oleic acid following DDT addition, which is similar to the mechanism proposed to occur upon addition of an ammonium bromide salt.\textsuperscript{186} Similarly, FTIR and $^1$H NMR data indicate desorption of oleylammonium (NH$_3^+$) ions and partial deprotonation to form the amine. In **Figure 3.3c**, we observe a broad band at 3296 cm$^{-1}$ in DDT-NCs, which is assigned to the
stretching mode of N-H bonds in NH₂. This data is supported by the triplet peak of α-H of free OLA at ~2.7 ppm in ¹H NMR of purified DDT-NC shown in Figure 3.3d.

Figure 3.3  (a) FTIR spectra of sodium stearate (SS), oleic acid (OA), dodecanethiol (DDT), as-synthesized NCs, and purified DDT-NCs 12 days after DDT addition; (b & c) time-dependent FTIR spectra of as-synthesized CsPbBr₃ NCs before (t = 0 min) and after addition of DDT at different time intervals; ¹H NMR of (d) DDT, as-synthesized NCs, and purified DDT-NCs; and (e) a mixture of parent ligands and DDT without NCs added and dioctylsulfide (DOS).

The second major conclusion that can be reached upon analysis of the FTIR and ¹H NMR data presented in Figures 3.3 is that the thiol-ene reaction is occurring, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
In this reaction, the thiol reacts with one carbon in a C=C bond, followed by protonation of the other carbon. The thiol-ene reaction favors terminal alkenes (e.g., octadecene), but will also occur with internal alkenes, such as OLA and OA species. This proposed mechanism is supported in that following DDT addition the number of C=C bonds present in the ligand and residual parent solvent mixture decreases drastically. Here, the peak at 1641 cm$^{-1}$ arising from the symmetric C=C stretching mode changes from being one of the most pronounced peaks in the as-synthesized NC dispersion to being barely apparent in the NC dispersion following DDT addition. The disappearance of the C=C double bonds is confirmed by $^1$H NMR data, where the HC=CH$_2$ proton signatures of ODE at 5.0 and 5.8 ppm as well as HC=CH proton signatures at 5.4 ppm (OA and OLA) disappear following DDT addition. Time-dependent FTIR data were recorded to probe how the reaction products change with time and help in understanding the initial decrease in PL
intensity. These FTIR measurements were recorded on aliquots placed directly on an attenuated total reflectance cell, with the measurements started after the sample dried for ca. 1 minute. The FTIR data in Figure 3.3b show that only 1 minute after DDT addition, the vibrational modes associated with COOH have increased while those associated with COO$^-$ have decreased. Additionally, an immediate decrease in the intensity of the C=C stretching mode is observed.

To gain insight into the mechanism by which DDT addition leads to an increase in the PL quantum yield, we present a series of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) data of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs before and after DDT treatment. Prior to DDT treatment, many batches of NCs display small (1-3 nm) dark spots on most NCs. These darker particles are apparent in multiple publications,$^{45,191-193}$ with reports claiming the darker particles are either unreacted PbBr$_2$ particles, PbBr$_2$ attached to CsPbBr$_3$ particles, metallic Pb particles, or a mixture of Pb and PbBr$_2$ particles.$^{45,191}$ Other reports have claimed these darker particles are metallic Pb particles formed by electron irradiation damage of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs occurring during the TEM measurement.$^{192,193}$ We cannot completely rule out the possibility of forming these darker particles by electron beam irradiation, but there exists substantial literature support for the formation of metallic Pb from Pb-halide precursors and on Pb-halide perovskite surfaces without high-energy electron exposure.$^{194-198}$ For example, metallic Pb particles have been shown to form in the presence of visible light excitation.$^{198,199}$ Interestingly, upon DDT treatment these dark nanoparticles disappear. Thus, we suspect that elimination of these particles is associated with increased $\Phi_{PL}$. 
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To identify the composition of the darker particles, we collected high resolution images of the lattice fringes, selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns, and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra of the CsPbBr₃ NCs and darker particles, as shown in Figure 3.5. Based on the high resolution images of the lattice fringes and the SAED patterns, the lattice spacing values of ca. 2.5 Å correspond with the (002) reflections of metallic Pb particles (2.47 Å). Further analysis of CsPbBr₃ NCs synthesized from a 0.5 Cs:Pb ratio shows small darker particles that do not overlap with CsPbBr₃ NCs (Figure 3.5e) and can thus be probed directly by EDX without seeing the signal from the CsPbBr₃ NCs. The EDX spectra of the small dark particles show the presence of only Pb, as shown.
in Figure 3.5f, thereby supporting that these dark spots are metallic Pb, which agrees with previous reports.\textsuperscript{201,202} We cannot say definitively if these Pb particles are present prior to the TEM measurements, as XRD patterns of CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs synthesized from all Cs:Pb ratios do not show diffraction peaks from metallic Pb. However, these metallic Pb particles are on the scale of 1-3 nm, making up between 0.1 and 0.5\% of the sample by volume relative to CsPbBr\textsubscript{3}, and the intensities of their X-ray scattering peaks are likely below our detection limits. Furthermore, the most intense diffraction peak from Pb (31.3 degrees) overlaps with one of the most intense diffraction peaks from the CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs (30.7 degrees). If present on the as-synthesized NCs, these metallic Pb particles will lead to additional pathways for non-radiative decay, and thus their elimination upon DDT addition may be a major factor leading to the enhanced $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$.

Figure 3.6 (a) Optical absorption & PL emission spectra of initially synthesized CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs (insets show respective optical colors of the colloidal NC dispersion, prepared by dispersing 10 $\mu$L of as-synthesized NCs into 2 mL hexane, under a 365 nm UV lamp), (b) TEM images, and (c) time-resolved PL lifetime decays of as-synthesized NCs as a function of precursor stoichiometry.

Several batches of NCs at each of four different precursor ratios, Cs:Pb of 0.2-0.5, were synthesized, as mentioned earlier, to determine if the formation of metallic Pb
particles depends strongly on the ratio of precursors. Figure 3.6 shows optical absorption & PL emission spectra, TEM images, XRD patterns, and time-resolved PL lifetime decays of as-synthesized NCs as a function of precursor stoichiometry. The TEM images in Figure 3.6 and 3.7a show that the darker particles are not always present. We observed that at more Pb rich conditions (Cs:Pb ratios of 0.2 and 0.25) we were less likely to see the darker particles, or see fewer of the particles, as compared to the 0.35 and 0.5 ratios. However, we did synthesize several batches of NCs with Cs:Pb ratios of 0.2 and 0.25 that showed darker particles on nearly every NC (e.g., Figure 3.7a). The $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of the CsPbBr$_3$ NCs decreases as the Cs:Pb ratio increases, which correlates with the increasing occurrence of metallic Pb particles with increasing Cs:Pb ratios.

Figure 3.7 TEM images showing (a) as-synthesized NCs; (b) DDT-NCs (Cs:Pb ratio of 0.25); (c(i)) HAADF-STEM image and (c(ii-v)) STEM-EDS elemental mapping images of Cs, Pb, Br, and S of purified DDT-NCs (0.25); (d) STEM-EDS elemental line scan of purified DDT-NC (scan step size was 0.061 nm along the yellow line shown in HAADF-STEM image).
DDT treatment was applied to CsPbBr$_3$ NCs synthesized at all four precursor stoichiometries and we find that DDT increases the $\Phi_{PL}$ of all samples to between 80 and 99%, as shown in Figure 3.8a. Figure 3.8b shows that DDT treatment is also highly reproducible, as multiple NC batches synthesized with the same 0.25 Cs:Pb ratio all reached near unity $\Phi_{PL}$. The time-resolved PL lifetime decays of the NCs as a function of Cs/Pb ratio, as shown in Figure 3.8c-e, show that the PL lifetimes increase from between 4.2 and 7.2 ns for the as-synthesized NCs to between 9.6 and 11.6 ns for the DDT-NCs. The increase in $\Phi_{PL}$ for all compositions is impressive, as even CsPbBr$_3$ NCs with low $\Phi_{PL}$ of 24% can be treated with DDT to increase the $\Phi_{PL}$ by over 3-fold to 80%. For the CsPbBr$_3$ NCs synthesized with Cs:Pb precursor ratios of 0.20, 0.25, and 0.35, the $\Phi_{PL}$ reaches 90-99%, and the high $\Phi_{PL}$ can remain for over 25 days as shown in Figure 3.8f when stored in capped vials in ambient atmosphere with non-anhydrous and non-degassed hexanes as the solvent. As a comparison, the $\Phi_{PL}$ of non-DDT treated CsPbBr$_3$ NCs decays to less than 1% over 10 days storage in identical conditions, as shown in Figure 3.8g. Thus, DDT treatment provides a robust approach to increasing the $\Phi_{PL}$ and stability of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs.

An important question is the importance of thioethers in the surface passivation process. To determine if thioethers alone could carry out a similar function as DDT, we treated as-synthesized NCs with dioctylsulfide (DOS). As shown in Figure 3.8h, DOS treatment results in an increase in the PL intensity of the CsPbBr$_3$ NCs by ca. 20%, corresponding to an increase in the $\Phi_{PL}$ from 62% to 74%.
Figure 3.8 (a) Time-dependent $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ showing the increase in $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of as-synthesized NCs as a function of precursor stoichiometry after addition of DDT, (b) $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of as-synthesized NCs followed by $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of DDT-NCs (0.25) from different batches synthesized with the same conditions, (c, d, and e) time-resolved PL lifetime decays of as-synthesized NCs and DDT-NCs as a function of Cs/Pb ratios of 0.50, 0.35, and 0.20., (f) time-dependent $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ showing the increase in $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of as-synthesized NCs as a standard precursor stoichiometry after addition of DDT over 25 days, (g) time-dependent $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of as-synthesized NCs from two different batches showing decrease in $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ over time, and (h) time-dependent PL intensity of DOS-NCs (DOS = dioctyl sulfide). In Figure 3.8a and f-h the day refers to the time after the thiol was added to the NC dispersion to enhance the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of near unity, with the $t = 0$ (hour/day) spectrum recorded immediately before thiol addition.

Furthermore, the PL intensity increases more rapidly than when DDT is applied and an initial decrease in the PL intensity is not observed. Thus, DOS treatment supports that the thioether plays a role in improving the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of these particles, but thioether addition alone cannot reproduce the high $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ produced upon DDT addition. We propose that the
NC surfaces are decorated with both thioethers and thiolates, with the less bulky thiolates able to passivate surface sites that may be inaccessible to the bulkier thioethers. Furthermore, thiol addition may also be more effective than thioether addition alone due to the ability of thiols to protonate and inhibit binding of the dynamic OA$^-$ ligands.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and STEM-EDS confirm that sulfur is present on the DDT treated NCs. STEM-EDS mapping and line scans in Figure 3.7c and d clearly show the presence of thiol derived products on the washed DDT-NC surface. XPS measurements of DDT-NCs (Cs:Pb = 0.25) and CsPbBr$_3$ thin films with varying Cs:Pb ratios are shown in Figure 3.9, with both NCs and thin films showing the presence of sulfur. To reduce the concentration of unbound thiols on the thin film surface, the films were washed with toluene three times following DDT or DOS treatment. Even after rinsing, both DDT and DOS treatment of the thin films results in the presence of multiple sulfur species on the surface. Furthermore, sulfur is only observed on the surface when an excess of Pb is used for fabricating the thin films, as films processed with a 1:1 ratio of Cs to Pb do not show any sulfur. Interestingly, two to three distinct sulfur species appear on the surface, which are tentatively assigned to bound thiolates, bound thioethers, and bound oxidized sulfur species (sulfoxides and sulfones). The presence of oxidized sulfur species are also supported by the FTIR data, where the absorbance features at 1022-1050 cm$^{-1}$ and 1150 cm$^{-1}$ are suspected to be due to stretching of S=O bonds in sulfoxides and sulfones.$^{203}$
Figure 3.9 XPS spectra of comparison of S2p region of (a) as-synthesized NCs & purified DDT-NCs; (b) as-spin coated CsPbBr₃ & DDT/DOS-CsPbBr₃ bulk thin films; and (c) effects of DDT treatments for different Cs:Pb stoichiometries: as-spin coated CsPbBr₃ & DDT-CsPbBr₃ bulk thin films prepared as a function of different Cs:Pb ratios. Solid area and broken area indicate 2p₃/2 and 2p₁/2 regions, respectively.

The thiol-ene reaction is also known to be activated by exposure to UV light. Based on the assumption that thioethers likely play a role in enhancing the Φₛ of CsPbBr₃ NCs, UV light exposure following DDT addition to a CsPbBr₃ dispersion should result in a more rapid increase in the Φₛ. Indeed, we notice a rapid enhancement of PL properties of as-synthesized NCs under UV light and 405 nm laser light after addition of DDT to the NC dispersion. Figures 3.10a shows that the PL intensity increases more than 96% in one hour under continuous laser illumination, whereas under ambient conditions, it takes more 24 hours to increase its PL intensity by 44%. Under 365 nm UV light, as-synthesized NCs with Φₛ of 46 and 79% show Φₛ of 98% (in 90 minutes) and 94% (in 30 minutes), respectively, as shown in Figure 3.10b. Figure 3.10c show that the increased Φₛ corresponds with an increase in the PL lifetime from 6.9 ns for the as-synthesized NCs to 9.6 ns for the DDT-NCs.
Figure 3.10  (a) Time-dependent integrated PL intensity of as-synthesized NCs upon addition of DDT under basic conditions (in presence of bases) and after 30 minutes of continuous 405 nm laser irradiation, (b) time-dependent $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of as-synthesized NCs (0.25) from two batches after addition of DDT under a 365 nm UV light, and (c) comparison of time-resolved PL lifetime decays of as-synthesized NCs before and after UV light exposure. In Figure 3.10b, the time refers to the time after the thiol was added to the NC dispersion to enhance the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of near unity, with the $t = 0$ (minute) spectrum recorded immediately before thiol addition.

Further comparison highlighting the influence of 405 nm laser light exposure (4.5 mW) is evident in the large increase in PL intensity that occurs after only 5-10 minutes of 405 nm laser light exposure. A similar increase takes 5-10 days without UV light or blue laser exposure. We performed a series of experiments to determine if the presence of the CsPbBr$_3$ NCs were playing a role in catalyzing the formation of thioethers upon exposure to 405 nm laser light.
Figure 3.11  NMR data showing the -CH$_2$-S region for (a) a solution of DDT and ODE after 30 minutes of 405 nm laser light exposure and (b) a solution of DDT and ODE with CsPbBr$_3$ NCs after 30 minutes of 405 nm laser light exposure. The quartet in the sample without CsPbBr$_3$ NCs indicates that DDT is still in the thiol form, whereas with the NCs the triplet indicates that DDT has reacted to form thioethers or disulfides. This measurement was directly done after 30 minutes of 405 nm laser light exposure without further purification of DDT-NCs.

As shown in Figure 3.11, without CsPbBr$_3$ NCs there is no evidence of appreciable thioether formation when DDT and ODE are combined in a hexane solution. However, when CsPbBr$_3$ NCs are added, nearly all the DDT is converted to thioethers or disulfides. Photo-induced reactions involving CsPbBr$_3$ NCs are only beginning to be investigated, and these photo-initiated reactions appear to play an important role in improving the $\Phi_{PL}$ of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs.

3.4 Conclusion

Out of a series of surface ligand treatments for improving the optical properties of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, DDT produces NCs with the highest $\Phi_{PL}$ and greatest long-term stability. Previously reported surface ligands, such as ammonium thiocyanate and a sulfobetaine result in improved $\Phi_{PL}$, but the NCs are less stable than with DDT treatment. Mechanistically, DDT
treatment leads to protonation of OA$^{-}$ ions, thiolate and thioether formation, and removal (or inhibited formation) of metallic Pb particles that are commonly observed to be present on the CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. Coordination of thiolates and thioethers to both metallic Pb and undercoordinated Pb at the CsPbBr$_3$ NC surfaces leads to passivation of trap states and a reduction in non-radiative decay pathways, which enables near unity PL quantum yields to be reached. Blue or UV light exposure can be applied to more rapidly increase the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of the as-synthesized NCs. Moving forward it will be important to uncover how effective thiols, thiolates, or thioethers are at passivating trap states and improving the $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of other metal or organic metal halide perovskites of varying compositions. From a mechanistic standpoint, photo-initiated reactions with metal halide NCs and how they influence optical properties and surface chemistry is an area that we are continuing to pursue.
CHAPTER 4. GROWTH OF HIGHLY STABLE AND LUMINESCENT METAL-HALIDE PEROVSKITE NANOPLATES VIA LIGAND MEDIATED ANION EXCHANGE OF CsPbCl$_3$ NANOCUBES WITH ALX$_3$


4.1 Introduction

Metal-halide perovskite NCs based on CsPbX$_3$ (X = Cl, Br, or I) are promising materials for optoelectronic applications, including photovoltaics, lasers, and light emitting diodes (LEDs). This genre of perovskite NCs is a subject of much attention because of their attractive and tunable optical properties, such as direct bandgaps, narrow emission line widths, and high $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$. After Protesescu, et al. reported the initial synthesis of CsPbX$_3$ NCs (X = Cl, Br, or I), follow up studies based on post-synthetic compositional tuning of colloidal CsPbX$_3$ NCs through anion exchange reactions have been successfully demonstrated with both inorganic and organic halide salts as anion sources. These anion exchange reactions can be carried out in either the liquid or solid state with minimal changes to the NC size and shape. Inorganic halide salts include lithium halides (LiX), sodium halides (NaX), potassium halides (KX), zinc(II) halides (ZnX$_2$), and lead(II) halides (PbX$_2$), while organic halide salts include oleyl/alkylammonium halides (O/RAmX), dihalomethane (H$_2$CX$_2$), alkyltrichlorosilane, trimethylsilyl halide, and benzoyl halide. However, though these synthetic routes yield highly luminescent CsPbBr$_3$ (emitting near 510 nm) and CsPbI$_3$ NCs (emitting near 680 nm) with $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of 70-98%, and 14-55%, respectively, exchanged CsPbCl$_3$ NCs (emission near 410 nm) show
significantly lower $\Phi_{PL}$ of 1-12%. In general, the primary reason for the lower $\Phi_{PL}$ of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs are that deep trap states from Cl vacancies and resulting distortion of [PbCl$_6$]$^{4+}$ octahedra are observed in CsPbCl$_3$ NCs, whereas only shallow trap states are observed in both CsPbBr$_3$ and CsPbI$_3$ NCs.

Apart from variations in stability and $\Phi_{PL}$ of anion exchanged NCs using different anion exchange precursors, PL properties of as-synthesized CsPbX$_3$ NCs are dependent on size and morphology. The unique applications of 1D and 2D perovskite NCs in photodetectors, LEDs, and lasers has spurred research interest in 1D and 2D perovskite NCs. Specifically, 2D perovskite nanoplates (NPs) have blue-shifted absorption and narrow emission line-widths, high absorption cross sections, and high radiative recombination rates.

CsPbX$_3$ NPs have been synthesized using hot injection methods, solid state crystallization methods, microwave-assisted methods, as well as high temperature-and-pressure methods. The size and thickness of the perovskite NPs can be tuned via changing the synthesis temperature in hot injection methods and high temperature-and-pressure methods, although it is difficult to obtain a narrow size distribution of perovskite NPs with these methods. Synthesized perovskite NPs in most of the aforementioned methods also have low $\Phi_{PL}$ compared to their 3D counterparts. Reported $\Phi_{PL}$ of 2D perovskite NPs in hot injection methods or high temperature-and-pressure methods are 1-5% for violet and <30% for red emitters. Only green emitters show higher $\Phi_{PL}$ of 50-94%.

To address the low $\Phi_{PL}$ for blue-violet and red emitters and improve the stability of CsPbX$_3$ NCs and NPs, we report a new ligand mediated anion exchange route that involves
treated as-synthesized CsPbX₃ NCs with DDT and AlX₃. This treatment results in anisotropic NC formation with most NCs having a plate-shaped morphology (4-15 monolayers thick, where a monolayer indicates one layer of PbX₆ octahedra), high Φₘ, and good long-term stability when CsPbCl₃ nanocubes are used as the starting material. The synthesized NPs show Φₘ up to 50-65% for violet-blue emitting NPs (\(λ_{\text{max}} = 410\) nm for violet emitters and 450-465 nm for blue emitters), near unity for green emitting NPs (\(λ_{\text{max}} = 511\) nm), and 81% for red emitting NPs (\(λ_{\text{max}} = 682\) nm). The reaction byproducts, including [Al(OH)\(_n\)X₃-n], thiolate ions, displaced halide ions, and excess X⁻ from hydrolysis are all shown to passivate the treated NP surface based on infrared absorbance spectra and scanning transmission electron microscopy–energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) imaging of the treated NPs.

4.2 Experimental Details

4.2.1 Materials

Cs\(_2\)CO\(_3\) (99.9%, metals basis, Alfa Aesar), PbX\(_2\) (99.9%, metals basis, Alfa Aesar), octadecene (ODE, tech. 90%, ACROS Organics), oleic acid (OA, tech. 90%, Alfa Aesar), oleylamine (OLA, >40%, TCI), tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP, ≥97%, Alfa Aesar), hexane (ACS grade, BDH), anhydrous toluene (Tol, 99.8%, Alfa Aesar), diethyl ether (DEE, 99.99%, SeccoSolv®), 1-dodecanethiol (DDT, >95%, TCI), anhydrous AlX₃ (99.99%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), \(α\)-phase Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) (99.9%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), and Al(OH)\(_3\) (Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) content 50-57%, Aldrich) were purchased and used as received.
4.2.2 Synthesis of CsPbX₃ Nanocubes

0.1018 g Cs₂CO₃, 5.0 mL ODE, and 0.39 mL OA were added to a 50 mL round bottom flask with side-arm glass stopcock. The flask was then heated to 120 °C and kept at 120 °C for 1 hour under vacuum. For dissolving Cs₂CO₃ completely and forming Cs-oleate, the reaction mixture in the flask was heated to and maintained at 150 °C under a N₂ environment for 1 hour while stirring the reaction mixture at 400 rpm.

For synthesizing CsPbX₃, approximately 52.30 mg PbCl₂ (with 1 mL TOP), 69 mg PbBr₂, and 86.67 mg PbI₂ were used. An appropriate amount of lead(II) salt was added to 5 mL ODE in a different 50 mL round bottom flask with side-arm glass stopcock for synthesizing Cl-, Br-, and I-based NCs. Then the flask was heated to 120 °C and kept at 120 °C under vacuum while stirring the solution mixture at 400 rpm. After 15 minutes of the temperature reaching 120 °C, 1.5 mL, 0.5 mL, and 0.7 mL each of OA and OLA were injected in the flask successively for synthesizing Cl-, Br-, and I-based NCs, respectively. When the solution mixture in the flask turned a clear yellow color, the flask was heated to 170 °C (CsPbCl₃) or 180 °C (CsPbBr₃ and CsPbI₃ NCs). To form NCs, the stirring speed in the PbX₂ containing flask was reduced to 200 rpm and a preheated 0.4 mL Cs-oleate solution from the other flask was injected dropwise into the PbX₂ containing flask with a 2 mL glass syringe. Following the Cs-oleate injection, the flask was immediately cooled down to room temperature by submerging the flask in an ice bath.

For storage and further studies of colloidal CsPbX₃, 1.0 mL of crude solution in a 2 mL plastic vial was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 minutes, and the colorful supernatant was discarded. Then NCs were dispersed in 300 µL hexane, and the solution was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 minutes. Supernatant was collected and the pellet discarded. Total
volume of the stock NC dispersion was 2.7 mL of CsPbCl₃, 1.8 mL of CsPbBr₃, and 2.1 mL of CsPbI₃.

4.2.3 Preparation of C₁₂H₂₅SH-C₄H₁₀O-AlX₃ Solutions

These solutions are prepared by mixing diethyl ether, dodecanethiol, and aluminum trihalide in toluene at a molar ratio of 1-1-0.33-10 (and 3-3-0.33-10) at room temperature. Though two compositions were made, throughout the manuscript mostly a molar ratio of 1-1-0.33-10 was used (as noted in Table 4.1 in section 4.1.4).

Though two compositions were made, throughout the manuscript mostly a molar ratio of 1:1:0.33:10 was used.

4.2.4 Synthesis of DDT-AlX₃ Treated NPs

The synthesized nanocubes were then treated with DDT-AlX₃ solutions through simple solution mixing. First, the stock CsPbCl₃ solution was diluted with hexane according to Table 4.1. Following dilution, the prepared DDT-AlX₃ solutions were added according to the values shown in Table 4.1. For most measurements, no additional purification was performed after DDT-AlX₃ addition. However, in the case of the DDT-AlBr₃ NC samples made for STEM-EDS analysis, exchanged CsPbBr₃ NCs were purified via 2x centrifugation of crude exchanged CsPbBr₃ NCs in hexane. In this process, 50 µL
DDT-AlBr$_3$ (1-1-0.33-10) solution was added to 250 µL parent NC dispersion (100 µL parent NC stock solution was mixed with 150 µL hexane) to get exchanged CsPbBr$_3$ NCs. Two days following treatment the exchanged NCs were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 30 minutes and the precipitate was collected. Collected NC precipitate was again dispersed in 300 µL hexane and the resulting NC dispersion was centrifuged one more time with the same spin conditions and the precipitate was again collected. The whole process was done primarily to remove unbound thiols, thiolates, and/or thioethers.

Table 4.1 amounts of as-syn. NCs, hexane (volume has a minimal influence), and AlX$_3$ solutions used in the treatment of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs to form CsPbX$_3$ NPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treated NCs</th>
<th>Amount of CsPbCl$_3$ NC Stock (µL)</th>
<th>Amount of Hexane (mL)</th>
<th>Absorbance of NC dispersion at 350 nm</th>
<th>Approx. Conc. of NCs (µM)</th>
<th>Amount of DDT-AlX$_3$ solution (µL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl$_3$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.980</td>
<td>≤0.1</td>
<td>1.2-1.5</td>
<td>5 to10 (1-1-0.33-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl$_3$-Br$_x$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.897/3.897</td>
<td>≤1.0</td>
<td>12.0-15.0</td>
<td>2.9 (1-1-0.33-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.948</td>
<td>≤0.5</td>
<td>6.0-7.5</td>
<td>2.2 (3-3-0.33-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbBr$_3$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.980</td>
<td>≤0.1</td>
<td>1.2-1.5</td>
<td>5 to10 (1-1-0.33-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.850/3.850</td>
<td>≤1.0</td>
<td>12.0-15.0</td>
<td>50 (1-1-0.33-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbI$_3$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.944</td>
<td>≤0.5</td>
<td>6.0-7.5</td>
<td>6 to10 (1-1-0.33-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.941</td>
<td>≤0.5</td>
<td>6.0-7.5</td>
<td>9 (3-3-0.33-10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Mol ratio of AlX$_3$ to NC is approximately in the range of 1933:1 to 2416:1.
4.2.5 Characterization Methods

4.2.5.1 Absorbance

UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained using a Thermo Scientific Evolution 201 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer with 50 ms integration time and 2 nm slit widths. For the fast UV-Vis absorption spectra that are presented for the first 18 seconds following DDT-AlX₃ addition, the spectra were collected using an Ocean Optics QE pro high-performance spectrometer with a 10 ms integration time and 25 micron slit width.

4.2.5.2 Fluorescence AND ΦPL Measurements

Photoluminescence spectra were measured using a Lumina Fluorescence Spectrometer by Thermo Fisher Scientific with 20 ms integration time and 2.5 nm slit width with an excitation wavelength of 350 nm. Photoluminescence spectra were also collected using a 405 nm laser (Thorlabs, CPS405, 4.5 mW) and an Ocean Optics QE pro high-performance spectrometer with 300 ms integration time and 100 micron slit width. Photoluminescence was measured at a 90° angle relative to the excitation laser path. Time-dependent PL data for the first 18 seconds were collected following the addition of DDT-AlX₃ to the CsPbCl₃ NC dispersion using the Ocean Optics QE pro high-performance spectrometer. The amounts of as-synthesized NCs, hexane, and AlX₃ used to synthesize the NCs are listed in Table 4.1.

For ΦPL measurements, the same samples were used as in the PL spectra measurements, but the samples were diluted in hexane to keep the absorbance between 0.05 and 0.1 at the excitation wavelength. PL spectra were collected using a Horiba Scientific FluoroMax Plus-C fluorimeter equipped with an integrating sphere by exciting the CsPbCl₃ NCs with
a 350 nm laser while the CsPbCl$_{3-x}$Br$_x$, CsPbBr$_3$, & CsPbI$_3$ NCs were excited with a 405 nm laser. The $\Phi_{PL}$ was calculated using the Horiba Scientific FluorEssence™ software, as described in our recent manuscript.$^{14}$

4.2.5.3 Photoluminescence Lifetimes

Photoluminescence lifetimes were measured using a DeltaHub™ high throughput time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) controller with an excitation wavelength of 393 nm generated by a pulsed NanoLED excitation source. Experimental PL lifetime results were fit with exponential decay curves using Horiba Scientific Decay Analysis Software.

4.2.5.4 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Absorbance

Each sample was directly dropped from solution onto a diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) plate. Then the sample was left on the diamond ATR for 1 minute to evaporate the solvent. After drying, FTIR data were obtained with a Thermo Scientific Nicolet IS50 FTIR Spectrometer equipped with a diamond ATR plate. A resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$ and 64 scans were used in each measurement.

4.2.5.5 Raman Spectroscopy

Samples were drop cast on a glass microscope slide and Raman spectra were obtained with a Thermo Scientific Raman Microscope DXR equipped with a 10x objective lens. Raman measurements were carried out with a laser power of 2.5 mW for each organic
molecule and 10 mW for NC dispersions using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. A resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\) and 32 scans were used in each measurement.

4.2.5.6 **Transmission Electron Micrographs (TEM)**

TEM samples were prepared on lacey carbon films supported by 300 mesh copper and TEM images were obtained using a FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy measurements were recorded in STEM mode with 4 super energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detectors on the FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 kV.

4.2.5.7 **Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Images**

AFM samples were made by spin-coating 20 µL of 12-15 µM NC dispersions on cleaned glass (1.25x1.25 cm\(^2\)) or freshly cleaved mica substrates at 1000 rpm for 30 seconds. Samples were then dried under vacuum overnight. AFM images were acquired employing a HQ:NSC15/AI BS cantilever (40 N/m stiffness) on a JPK Nanowizard 4a microscope.

4.2.5.8 **X-Ray Diffraction**

Samples for XRD measurements were prepared by drop casting the samples on glass substrates and drying under vacuum. The X-ray diffraction patterns (θ-2θ scans) were taken on a SIEMENS D500 and DISCOVER diffractometer as well as Bruker-AXS D8 and ADVANCE diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. XRD data were collected on the same day of preparation or one day after preparation.
### 4.3 Results and Discussion

$\text{AlX}_3$, with $X = \text{Cl}, \text{Br}, \text{or I}$, are extremely hygroscopic Lewis acids. One mole of $\text{AlX}_3$ vigorously reacts with three moles of water to liberate three moles of $\text{HX}$ and 1 mole of $\text{Al(OH)}_3$ with an enthalpy change ($\Delta H$) of $\leq -303.1 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$. This liberated heat energy from the hydrolysis reaction helps easily overcome the activation energy of anion exchange reactions between 3 moles of $\text{HX}$ and 1 mole of parent $\text{CsPbCl}_3$ nanocubes ($E_A = 24.1-28.0 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$).

![Scheme 1: Anion Exchange between $\text{CsPbCl}_3$ and $\text{AlX}_3$](image1)

![Scheme 2: Role of Halide Ions and Thiolate Ions](image2)

Figure 4.1 (a) Anion exchange between $\text{CsPbCl}_3$ and $\text{AlX}_3$ in the presence of dissolved water in hexane; (b) role of excess halide ions and thiolate ions in the ligand mediated anion exchange route with $\text{AlX}_3$.

As a result, anion exchange reactions with $\text{AlX}_3$ are rapid and occur at room temperature, resulting in the formation of $\text{CsPbX}_3$, where $X$ is the halide that was originally bound to Al. Figure 4.1a highlights the anion exchange reaction induced by adding $\text{AlX}_3$ to $\text{CsPbCl}_3$ NCs. To observe the anion exchange between $\text{CsPbX}_3$ NCs and $\text{AlX}_3$ in solution, first, $\text{CsPbX}_3$ NCs were synthesized following a previously detailed procedure. Figure 4.2a shows characteristic optical absorbance and PL emission spectra of as-synthesized $\text{CsPbX}_3$ NCs. The as-synthesized $\text{CsPbCl}_3$ NCs display a much lower $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of $<1\%$ and a shorter PL lifetime of 1.3 ns than the $\text{CsPbBr}_3$ and $\text{CsPbI}_3$ NCs (Figure 4.2b). This low $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ and short lifetime of $\text{CsPbCl}_3$ NCs indicates that non-radiative decay
processes are dominant over radiative routes, which is most likely attributed to deep trap states resulting from Cl vacancies in CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs\textsuperscript{55,206}. All as-synthesized CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs appear primarily cubic in shape with average edge lengths ranging from 8.7 to 10.0 nm as shown in Figure 4.2c-e. XRD patterns shown in Figure 4.2f confirm the cubic crystal structure of CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs.

![Figure 4.2](image)

Figure 4.2  (a) UV-Vis absorbance & PL emission, (b) time-resolved PL lifetime decays, (c-e) TEM images, and (f) XRD patterns of as-synthesized CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs.

After verifying PL properties and crystallinity of CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs, we treated fresh as-synthesized CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs with freshly prepared AlX\textsubscript{3} solutions. Treatment with AlX\textsubscript{3} only, i.e., no additional surface ligands, in diethyl ether leads to a rapid enhancement in PL intensity and anion exchange in the CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs. Treatment of the as-synthesized CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs with AlCl\textsubscript{3} increases the PL intensity of CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs by a factor of 21, as shown in Figure 4.3a, but these treated NCs suffer from poor stability. Here, the PL intensity reaches a maximum 30 minutes after treatment, followed by a 57% decrease by the one-day mark.
This decrease likely occurs because AlX₃ solutions in diethyl ether lead to an increase in solution acidity that results in protonation and desorption of oleate ligands and destabilization of the colloidal NCs.¹⁴

![Graph](image)

Figure 4.3 Time-dependent PL intensity of (a) AlCl₃ treated CsPbCl₃ (with no DDT added in the parent CsPbCl₃ dispersion) and (b) DDT treated CsPbCl₃ NCs (with no AlCl₃ added in the parent CsPbCl₃ dispersion).

We also explored treatment of CsPbBr₃ and CsPbI₃ parent NCs with AlX₃ only, but the PL of the treated NCs drastically decreases within a few minutes of treatment, as shown in Figure 4.3a-f. This decrease in PL does not arise from CsPbBr₃ or CsPbI₃ NC dissolution, as evident in the UV-Vis absorbance spectra in Figure 4.4g & h. Thereby, we suspect the decrease in PL intensity is due to the penetration and doping of small Al³⁺ ions in the parent CsPbBr₃ or CsPbI₃ NCs, which is supported by previous reports that doping of small trivalent cations decreases the Φₚₗ of CsPbBr₃ NCs.²²₄,²²₅ Thus, the remainder of this work focuses on CsPbCl₃ as the parent NCs.
Encouraged by our recent work demonstrating that DDT can stabilize CsPbBr₃ NCs,¹⁴ we applied DDT to as-synthesized CsPbCl₃ NCs (i.e., no AlCl₃ was added). This DDT treatment results in an enhancement in PL intensity (44x increase in PL intensity) and improved stability of CsPbCl₃ NCs, as shown in Figure 4.3b. Mechanistically, it is likely that dodecanethiolates and thioethers are created and bind to undercoordinated lead after desorption of parent oleate ions, as depicted in Figure 4.1b.¹⁴ When a combined DDT-AlCl₃ solution is added to as-synthesized CsPbCl₃ NCs, the PL intensity increase is
even greater, with a 74 times increase in the PL intensity over that of parent NCs after 10-days of treatment, as shown in Figure 4.5.

![Figure 4.5 Time-dependent UV-Vis absorbance & PL intensity of DDT-AlX$_3$ treated NCs: (a, b) treated CsPbCl$_3$ NCs, (c, d) exchanged CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, (e, f) exchanged CsPbI$_3$ NCs, and (g) PL emission spectra of DDT-AlX$_3$ treated NCs covering the visible spectra ranging from 410 nm to 680 nm.](image-url)
The absorbance and PL of parent CsPbX$_3$ NCs can be readily tuned throughout the visible region by varying both the halide in AlX$_3$ and the amount of DDT-AlX$_3$ solution added, as shown in Figure 4.5g and 4.6a. As expected, when DDT-AlBr$_3$ and DDT-AlI$_3$ solutions are added, both the center of the absorption edge and PL maxima rapidly shift to 502 & 511 nm and 677 & 682 nm, respectively. Anion exchange occurs within a few seconds of DDT-AlX$_3$ addition to parent CsPbCl$_3$ NCs at room temperature, as shown in Figure 4.5g and 4.6a, showing that the NC emission can be readily tuned by varying the amount of DDT-AlBr$_3$ added with respect to the amount of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs (see Table 4.1).
Figure 4.6 (a) UV-Vis absorbance (dashed lines) and PL emission spectra (solid lines) of parent CsPbCl$_3$ NCs (black) and treated CsPbX$_3$ NCs produced from DDT-AlX$_3$ treatment of parent CsPbCl$_3$ nanocubes, (b) TEM image of parent CsPbCl$_3$ nanocubes, and (c-e) STEM images of treated CsPbX$_3$ NPs produced from DDT-AlX$_3$ treatment of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs. Insets in 4.6a show optical photographs of respective NC dispersions under illumination with 365 nm UV light and the inset in 4.6b shows the size distribution of parent CsPbCl$_3$ NCs.

The DDT-AlX$_3$ treated CsPbX$_3$ NCs differ from the as-synthesized CsPbCl$_3$ NCs in size and shape, as evident from a combination of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images (Figure 4.6b-c) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images (Figure 4.7a, c, and e). The DDT-AlX$_3$ treated NCs are plate-shaped, with two of the dimensions increasing following treatment and the other dimension decreasing.
Figure 4.7 (a) Tapping mode AFM height image of treated CsPbCl$_3$ NCs & (b) height profile from the image shown in 4.7a along the NC indicated with violet line; (c) tapping mode AFM height image of exchange CsPbBr$_3$ NCs and (d) height profile from the image shown in 4.7c along the NC indicated with green line; and (e) tapping mode AFM height image of exchanged CsPbI$_3$ NCs & (f) height profile from the image shown in 4.7e along the NC indicated with red line.

STEM images of CsPbI$_3$ (Figure 4.6e) show what appear to be NPs with both vertical and horizontal orientations on the TEM grid. Such a distinct distribution is not as apparent with CsPbCl$_3$ and CsPbBr$_3$ (Figure 4.6c and d), but the treated NCs are clearly more anisotropic than the parent CsPbCl$_3$ NCs. Atomic force microscopy reveals that the imaged DDT-AlX$_3$ treated CsPbX$_3$ NCs display particle heights of ca. 2 nm for CsPbCl$_3$ (Figure 4.7a and b), 5-9 nm for CsPbBr$_3$ (Figure 4.7c and d), and ca. 3 nm for CsPbI$_3$ (Figure 4.7e and f), which supports a NP morphology for all treated NCs. These AFM measured thicknesses correspond with 4, 15, and 5 monolayers, respectively, although this is from a smaller sample size. Since STEM is able to more rapidly capture larger sets of 2D images than AFM, we used AFM to primarily verify the 3D shape. Based on the
combination of STEM and AFM images, it appears that for CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} and CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} most NCs are laying flat in the STEM image, while for CsPbI\textsubscript{3} there appear to be many NCs that are standing up. The STEM images show average lateral edge lengths of 13 nm for both CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} and CsPbBr\textsubscript{3}, and 22 nm for CsPbI\textsubscript{3}, as determined from the histograms in Figure 4.8. The average thickness of the CsPbI\textsubscript{3} NCs as calculated from the standing up particles in the TEM and STEM images is 5±1 nm, which corresponds to 9 monolayers.

![Size distributions from STEM images](image)

**Figure 4.8** Size distributions from STEM images of: (a) treated CsPbCl\textsubscript{3}, (b) exchanged CsPbBr\textsubscript{3}, and (c) exchanged CsPbI\textsubscript{3} NCs synthesized through DDT-AlX\textsubscript{3} treatment of CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs.

X-ray diffraction data provides further support for the formation of NPs. From the comparison of XRD patterns of parent CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs and treated CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NPs, as shown in Figure 4.9, it can be seen that the \{100\} and \{200\} peak intensity remains high while the \{110\} peak intensity drops significantly upon DDT-AlX\textsubscript{3} treatment (**Figure 4.9a and b**). This drastic reduction in the \{110\} peak intensity and minimal change in the \{100\} and \{200\} diffraction peak intensities is attributed to exfoliation of the NCs along the (001) plane and fusion of these exfoliated NCs along the (010) and (100) planes during anion exchange reactions.\textsuperscript{31,226–229} Narrowing of the \{200\} diffraction peak shown in **Figure 4.9c**
further supports the increase in size of the treated NCs due to fusion of NCs in the lateral directions.

Figure 4.9 (a) XRD patterns of DDT-AlX₃ treated CsPbX₃ NCs produced from DDT-AlX₃ treatment of parent CsPbCl₃ nanocubes; comparison of (b) XRD patterns of parent CsPbCl₃ & treated CsPbCl₃ NCs synthesized through DDT-AlCl₃ treatment of CsPbCl₃ NCs; (c) (200) peaks in XRD patterns of as-syn. CsPbCl₃ & treated CsPbCl₃ NCs synthesized through DDT-AlCl₃ treatment of CsPbCl₃ NCs; (d) PL spectra of as-synthesized CsPbBr₃ & exchanged CsPbBr₃ NCs synthesized through DDT-AlBr₃ treatment of CsPbCl₃ NCs; (e) XRD patterns of as-synthesized CsPbBr₃ NCs, only DDT-AlBr₃, exchanged CsPbBr₃ NCs synthesized through only AlBr₃ treatment of CsPbCl₃ NCs, & exchanged CsPbBr₃ NCs synthesized through DDT-AlBr₃ treatment of CsPbCl₃ NCs; (f) STEM image of aged DDT treated CsPbBr₃ NCs; and (g) XRD patterns of as-synthesized CsPbBr₃ NCs & aged DDT treated CsPbBr₃ NCs (inset showing comparison of (200) diffraction peaks). In 4.9f and g, the experiments were done with no additional AlX₃ in the parent CsPbBr₃ dispersion and * indicates Cs₄PbBr₆ formation.²²¹

To gain insight into the reactions taking place upon DDT-AlX₃ treatment, we collected Raman spectra, Fourier transform infrared absorbance (FTIR) spectra, and STEM-EDS elemental mapping images and line scans of untreated and treated CsPbX₃
NCs. This combination of measurements shows that oleate ligands desorb from the surface and Al containing species (e.g., Al(OH)$_3$, Al(OH)$_2$X Al(OH)X$_2$, etc.), thiol-derived species (i.e., thiolates and thioethers), and excess halide ions passivate the NC surfaces. The STEM-EDX elemental mapping images of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs presented in Figure 4.10 confirm that Cs, Pb, and Br are present on the treated NCs. The presence of Cl in the NC region indicates that the exchange reaction does not result in complete exchange of Br$^-$ for Cl$^-$. However, Cl$^-$ is likely only passivating the surface and is not distributed throughout the bulk of the crystal, as the PL maximum ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 511$ nm) in treated NCs is similar to that for pure as-synthesized CsPbBr$_3$ NCs ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 514$ nm), as shown in Figure 4.9d. The surface adsorption of Cl$^-$ is likely to reduce the presence of surface halide vacancies, particularly when combined with DDT passivation, thus helping to explain the large increase in PL intensity. The XRD spectra of as-synthesized CsPbBr$_3$ NCs and exchanged CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, as shown in Figure 4.9e, further support that Cl$^-$ ions remain only at the treated NC surface.
Figure 4.10  (a) HAADF-STEM image and (b-g) STEM-EDS elemental mapping images of Cs, Pb, Br, Cl, Al, & S of a 2x washed treated CsPbBr$_3$ NC; and (h) STEM-EDS line scan of the 2x washed treated NC shown in the HAADF-STEM image in 4.10a.

Figure 4.10f clearly show the presence of aluminum on the treated NCs, likely originating from adsorbed Al-containing species on the treated NC surfaces. Notably, most of the Al(OH)$_3$ precipitates out during the anion exchange reaction, which is supported by STEM-EDS elemental mapping images of these precipitates as shown in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11 (a) HAADF-STEM image of exchanged CsPbBr$_3$ NCs synthesized through AlBr$_3$ treatment of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs, (b) Al(OH)$_n$X$_{3-n}$ precipitates resulting from the synthesis, and (c-h) STEM-EDS elemental mapping images of Cs, Pb, Br, Cl, Al, & O of the Al(OH)$_n$X$_{3-n}$ precipitate shown in 4.11b.

It is not clear what form of the aluminum complex is binding to the surface. At the least, Al$^{3+}$ ions are not doping the treated NCs during anion exchange reactions, as Al$^{3+}$-doped CsPbBr$_3$ NCs would show blue-shifted PL spectra ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 460$ nm) and sometimes dual PL emission spectra ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 460$ nm and $515$ nm).$^{224,225}$ The STEM-EDS elemental mapping (Figure 4.10g) and STEM-EDS line scans (Figure 4.10h) of unwashed and 2x washed treated NCs show that sulfur is present on the treated NCs, as also observed in our previous work.$^{14}$ Raman spectra shown in Figure 4.12a confirm the presence of this DDT species in the form of thiolate ions or thioethers with the disappearance of the S-H stretching mode after treatment of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs with DDT-AlX$_3$ solutions.
Figure 4.12  (a) Raman spectra of DDT, parent CsPbCl₃ NCs, & treated CsPbCl₃ NCs synthesized through DDT-AlCl₃ treatment of CsPbCl₃ NCs; FTIR spectra of (b) DDT, Al(OH)₃, DDT-AlCl₃, parent CsPbCl₃ NCs, & treated CsPbCl₃ NCs; and (c, d) Al₂O₃, DDT-AlCl₃, Al(OH)₃, parent CsPbCl₃ NCs, & treated CsPbCl₃ NCs.

The FTIR data shows that Al(OH)ₙX₃-ₙ is formed and oleate ligands are protonated following DDT-AlX₃ treatment. To clearly assign the hydroxyl group of Al(OH)ₙX₃-ₙ formed upon hydrolysis, FTIR spectra of Al₂O₃, Al(OH)₃, as-synthesized NCs, and treated NCs are compared in Figure 4.12b-d. Broad bands show up near 1000 and 3400 cm⁻¹ that are assigned to the bending and stretching modes of the HO-Al groups from Al(OH)ₙX₃-ₙ formation.²³⁰,²³¹ Both of these bands also show up in the spectra of the DDT-AlCl₃ treated NCs, indicating clearly that Al(OH)ₙX₃-ₙ species are being formed and are not removed
during NC purification. Based on the STEM-EDS data, we suspect these Al(OH)$_n$X$_{3-n}$ species are coordinated to the NC surface. The conversion of carboxylate groups to carboxylic acid groups upon DDT-AlCl$_3$ treatment is evident from the disappearance of the 1404 and 1542 cm$^{-1}$ peaks from the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of oleate ions and the emergence of a peak from the COOH mode at 1710 cm$^{-1}$. This protonation of the COO$^-$ groups may be attributed to either reactions with DDT or H$^+$ produced via hydrolysis of AlX$_3$.\textsuperscript{14}
Figure 4.13 A schematic presentation of self-assembly and fusion of parent NCs into NPs; (b and c) TEM images of assemblies of treated CsPbX<sub>3</sub> NCs showing the larger fused NPs and (c) lattice fringes of larger fused CsPbBr<sub>3</sub> NPs.

As anion exchange reactions and desorption of parent ligands appear to occur simultaneously, we propose that NP formation occurs through exfoliation, followed by assembly and fusion, as illustrated in Figure 4.13a. This proposed mechanism is largely based upon TEM images, as shown in Figure 4.13b and c, and time-dependent absorbance and emission spectra, as shown in Figure 4.14. The time-dependent absorbance and emission spectra rule out the formation of NPs via dissolution and recrystallization processes occurring during DDT-AlI<sub>3</sub> treatment. If dissolution and recrystallization did occur, we would expect to see a rapid decrease in absorbance followed by an increase in
absorbance, but the absorbance upon DDT-AlX₃ addition does not decrease, see Figure 4.14. The TEM images in Figure 4.13b and c suggest that the NCs self-assemble and then fuse together, thereby forming larger NPs. In Figure 4.13c different lattice fringes are apparent in different areas of the large NP, which could originate from the fusion of the different particles.
Figure 4.14  (a-f) Time-dependent absorbance and PL (relative irradiance = RI) of treated CsPbCl₃, exchanged CsPbBr₃ NCs, and CsPbI₃ NCs after addition of DDT-AlX₃ solutions over the first 18 seconds.

Interestingly, based on aging studies of CsPbBr₃ nanocubes with only DDT added to them (i.e., no AlX₃), these particles also form NPs, although over a much longer time frame. From the STEM image of 3-month to one-year old DDT treated CsPbBr₃ NCs (with no AlX₃ added) in Figure 4.9f, it is clearly seen that most of the parent CsPbBr₃ nanocubes
turn into NPs. The large image contrast between the original nanocubes and the formed NPs supports the thin nature of the NPs. Self-assembly followed by NC fusion is strongly supported in Figure 4.9f, where thinner NPs with ca. 50 nm edge length can be observed alongside of close-packed parent CsPbBr₃ NCs with edge lengths of ca. 10 nm. Comparison of XRD patterns of untreated and old DDT treated CsPbBr₃ NCs as shown in Figure 4.9g further confirms the formation of NPs as the {110} diffraction peak almost disappears after one-year storage of NCs with DDT surface ligands. We suspect that the rapid halide exchange after adding DDT-AlX₃ solution into the parent NC dispersions increases the reactivity of the NCs and increases the opportunity for DDT penetration and NC exfoliation into plate-shaped NCs.²²⁸,²²⁹,²³²

Freshly treated NCs with freshly made DDT-AlX₃ solutions show high Φₚₗ of up to 47% for violet emitters and 65% for blue emitters (λ_max = 410 nm for violet emitters and 450-460 nm for blue emitters), near 100% for green emitters, and 81% for red emitters, as displayed in Figure 4.15a. These Φₚₗ values are significantly higher than previously reported record Φₚₗ values for CsPbCl₃ and CsPbI₃ NPs of 2%³¹ and 12%,³¹ respectively, and slightly higher than previous reports for CsPbBr₃ NPs of 28-94%,³¹,²¹⁵,²¹⁷,²²⁰-²²²,²³³ To gauge the reproducibility of Φₚₗ, we synthesized and characterized four separate batches of DDT-AlX₃ treated CsPbCl₃, CsPbCl₃ₓBrₙ, CsPbBr₃, and CsPbI₃ NCs, as detailed in Table 4.2. The average Φₚₗ values are 22±4% for violet emitters, 54±8% for blue emitters, 91±13% for green emitters, and 75±6% for red emitters.
Table 4.2 shows the minimum Φ_{PL}, median Φ_{PL}, maximum Φ_{PL}, and average Φ_{PL} from four separate batches of DDT-AlX_3 treated CsPbCl_3, CsPbCl_{3-x}Br_x, CsPbBr_3, and CsPbI_3 NCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treated NCs</th>
<th>Min. Φ_{PL} (%)</th>
<th>Median Φ_{PL} (%)</th>
<th>Max. Φ_{PL} (%)</th>
<th>Avg. Φ_{PL} (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl_3 on 1-5 Days</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22±4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl_3 after 10 Days</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>38±8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl_{3-x}Br_x on 1-5 Days</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>54±8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbBr_3 on 1-5 Days</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>91±13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbI_3 on 1-5 Days</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>75±6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Lifetimes (τ_1 & τ_2), components (B_1 & B_2), and average lifetimes (τ_{avg}) of as-synthesized CsPbCl_3 NCs and DDT-AlX_3 treated CsPbX_3 NCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As-syn. NCs</th>
<th>τ_1 (ns)</th>
<th>B_1</th>
<th>τ_2 (ns)</th>
<th>B_2 (ns)</th>
<th>τ_{avg.} (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl_3 (2^{nd} Exp Fitted)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.00073</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated NCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl_3 (2^{nd} Exp Fitted)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl_{3-x}Br_x (2^{nd} Exp Fitted)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbBr_3 (2^{nd} Exp Fitted)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbI_3 (2^{nd} Exp Fitted)</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Second-exponential model, F(t) = A + B_1 exp(-t/τ_1) + B_2 exp(-t/τ_2) is used to fit the PL lifetime curve. In this equation, τ_1 & τ_2 represent the time constants and B_1 & B_2 represent the amplitudes of the fast and slow components, respectively.

*Average lifetime is measured as \(τ_{avg.} = \frac{B_1 \tau_1^2 + B_2 \tau_2^2}{B_1 \tau_1 + B_2 \tau_2} \)
All of these measurements were taken on a particular NP composition between 1 and 5 days after DDT-AlX₃ treatment, with between 8 and 14 measurements of Φₚλ conducted at various times in that window. Violet emitters show even higher average Φₚλ of 38±8% after 10-days of treatment. The time-resolved PL lifetimes of the DDT-AlX₃ treated NCs are 5 to 17 times greater than the as-synthesized CsPbCl₃ nanocubes, as shown in Figure 4.15b and Table 4.3.

In addition to showing high Φₚλ, the DDT-AlX₃ treated CsPbX₃ NCs are relatively stable under ambient conditions when stored in capped glass vials, as shown in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16  Time-dependent optical images of CsPbCl$_3$ NPs, CsPbBr$_3$ NPs, and CsPbI$_3$ NPs synthesized through DDT-AlX$_3$ treatment of CsPbCl$_3$ nanocubes.

In this study, most of the DDT-AlX$_3$ treated NCs retain 80-90% of their maximum $\Phi_{PL}$ even after 15-18 days, as shown in Figure 4.15c and 4.16, which we attribute primarily to surface passivation of treated NCs by both DDT and AlX$_3$ derived species. Treated CsPbI$_3$ NCs are less stable than those of violet and green emitters in terms of retaining $\Phi_{PL}$; however, the stability of treated CsPbI$_3$ NCs can be enhanced through varying the concentration of DDT (dotted red line in Figure 4.15c).
Figure 4.17 Time-dependent XRD patterns of: (a) treated CsPbCl$_3$ NCs, (b) exchanged CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, and (c) exchanged CsPbI$_3$ NCs synthesized through DDT-AlX$_3$ treatment of CsPbCl$_3$ NCs. XRD data were collected on the same day of preparation or one day after preparation.

Time-dependent optical images and XRD patterns collected over a 25-day period, as shown in Figure 4.16 and 4.17, support the stability observed in the PL measurements, as no change in crystallinity is observed.
Figure 4.18 Optical absorbance & PL emission spectra and TEM images of more than 6-month old (a, b) treated CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs, (c, d) partially exchanged CsPbCl\textsubscript{3-x}Br\textsubscript{x} NCs, (e, f) exchanged CsPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs, (g, h) exchanged CsPbI\textsubscript{3} NCs, and (i) $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ vs $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ of 6-month old treated CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs synthesized through DDT-AlX\textsubscript{3} treatment of CsPbCl\textsubscript{3} NCs.

Interestingly, these treated NCs are even luminescent and maintain similar shape and size after 200-days of storage in capped vials in ambient conditions, as shown by the optical absorbance & PL emission spectra, TEM images, and $\Phi_{\text{PL}}$ displayed in Figure 4.18 for 200-day old treated NCs. This new route to synthesize highly stable and highly luminescent CsPbX\textsubscript{3} NCs, along with the fundamental insights obtained, should be of high interest for optoelectronic devices.
4.4 Conclusion

Post-synthesis treatment of CsPbX$_3$ NCs with AlX$_3$ and DDT provides a route to produce primarily plate-shaped CsPbX$_3$ nanocrystals with superior $\Phi_{PL}$ and good long-term stability. The resulting violet, green, and red NPs have reproducible lateral size of 13-22 nm with average thicknesses of 4-15 monolayers along {010} facets. In this method AlX$_3$ acts as the halide source as it undergoes hydrolysis to form Al(OH)$_n$X$_{3-n}$, while DDT acts primarily as a surface ligand. We suspect both exfoliation facilitated by ligand penetration and assembly and fusion of the exfoliated NCs lead to these observed NPs. This combined approach of simultaneously adding a halide source and surface ligand provides an attractive route to simultaneously manipulate the optical properties and NC morphology of metal-halide nanocrystals.
CHAPTER 5. Effects of Sulfur and Selenium-Based Surface Ligands on Photoluminescence and Photovoltaic Performance of Cs0.15FA0.85PbI3 Metal-Halide Perovskites

This work is under study. It still needs some experimental supports to finish this project. I am expecting this work will be done before my final thesis submission date. If not, I continue to work even after my graduation.

5.1 Introduction

Metal-halide perovskites are receiving enormous attention because of soaring power conversion efficiencies in photovoltaic cells from 3.8% in 2009 to more than 25.5% in 2020. Single A-site cation-based MAPbI3 typically shows higher PCE than other pure A-site APbX3 perovskites, but they lack stability due to hygroscopic and volatile methylammonium salts and decompose to PbI2 in presence of humidity, illumination, and annealing temperature above 85 °C. For these reasons, only cesium (Cs), formamidinium-methylammonium (FA-MA), Cs-FA, or Cs-FA-MA and/or mixed anion combination of commonly Br-I are an attractive alternative to MAPbI3 for practical PV applications. However, none of perovskites, either in nanocrystals (NC) or bulk thin film formats, with these combinations are defect free and shows some drawbacks in terms of poor stability and quality NCs/ films.

To suppress these issues, surface ligand treatment technique can be an alternative engineering pathway to improve perovskite NC/ thin film quality and device performance via passivating the defect states within the materials and manipulating interfacial energetics within the device. To date, strategies such as compositional tuning, addition of excess salts, ionic liquids, and ligands in the precursor solution, and post-treatment of fabricated thin films by surface ligands have been
shown to reduce cation and/or anion segregation in the thin films.\textsuperscript{85,261–263} Zhou and his coworkers recently used $\text{Cs}_{0.83}\text{FA}_{0.17}\text{PbI}_{3-x}\text{Br}_x$ ($x = 0.8, 1.2, 1.5, \text{and} 1.8$) composition to fabricate thin films with large grains and minimal defects at grain boundaries, which demonstrate good photostability at both room and elevated temperatures.\textsuperscript{246} Similarly, Bi and his coworkers showed that a small excess (3\% \textit{wt}) of PbI$_2$ used in mixed cation and mixed halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs) suppresses nonradiative charge carrier recombination and in turn increases the external electroluminescence quantum efficiency (EQE) to values of about 0.5\%,\textsuperscript{264} whereas Yu and his coworkers showed addition of an optimum amount (0.5 \textit{mol\%}) of Pb(SCN)$_2$ in the $\text{Cs}_{0.2}\text{FA}_{0.8}\text{PbI}_3$ precursor solution significantly enlarges the grains and enhances the PCE.\textsuperscript{248} In addition, ionic liquids including 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate,\textsuperscript{262} methylammonium formate\textsuperscript{251}, etc. and additives including 2,2'-bipyridine and 2,2':6',2''-terpyridine,\textsuperscript{261} mercapto-tetrazolium and phenylammonium iodide;\textsuperscript{85} etc. are used in mixed-cation lead halide ($\text{Cs}_{0.12}\text{FA}_{0.88}\text{PbI}_3$)-based perovskite thin films to suppress open circuit voltage losses and hence enhance the PV performance.

Double cation-based PSCs have already shown promising efficiency as well as good moisture, thermal, and photo-stability. Significant effort has been given to come to this point mostly using solvent, composition, and interface engineering pathways. However, extensive interface and/or further precursor engineering pathways of $\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$ perovskite system using surface ligands, such as sulfur and selenium-based ligands is still unexplored. Both individual and combination of DDT and AlX$_3$ were shown to increase photoluminescence quantum yield ($\Phi_{\text{PL}}$) of colloidal CsPbX$_3$ nanocrystal counterparts in our previous studies.\textsuperscript{14,79} But surface of colloidal nanocrystals
and thin films are very different to the same ligand treatment as performance of the fabricated thin film PV devices depends on interfacial energetic landscapes of the different stacking layers. Thus, effects of these ligands with and without combination aluminum trihalide in the interface of perovskite/carrier transport layers (CTLs) need to be explored.

In fabricating double cation-based hybrid Cs$_{0.17}$FA$_{0.83}$PbI$_3$ photovoltaics, 10-20% amount of CsX (CsX+MAI) salts were found to reduce the cation segregation under light illumination and annealing, we stick to the 15% CsI additives to fabricate Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$-based photovoltaics as 15% CsI is considered an optimum amount of Cs(Cs-MA)-containing additive reported by other groups. In this report, we demonstrate the comparison and enhancement of binding nature of sulfur and selenium-based ligands towards I-based metal-halide perovskites in format of thin films. Effectiveness and performance of both type of ligands are demonstrated through fabrication and modification of Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ thin films and photovoltaic devices. As surface modification/composition of Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ using S and Se-based ligands can be controlled through the amount of ligands included in the precursor, device efficiency can further be boosted up to 18% while maintaining film and device stability. This boost up in efficiency primarily comes from suppressing undercoordinated lead atoms on thin film surface left by excess PbI$_2$ containing precursor solution. When an excess of PbI$_2$ is present aluminum halides combined with thiols may serve as an effective surface ligand combination which contributes to reproducible PCE over 17-18% and good device stability.
5.2 Experimental Details

5.2.1 Materials and Chemicals

Ultra-dry CsI (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), formamidinium iodide (FAI, Greatcell Solar), lead(II) iodide (99.99%, TCI), anhydrous N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 99.98%, DriSolv®), anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.9%, SeccoSolv®), 2-propanol (IPA, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar), toluene (99.8%, Alfa Aesar), indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrates (15 Ω/□, Tinwell Technology), poly (triarylamine) (PTAA, Sigma Aldrich), C₆₀ (99.5%, Nano-C), bathocuproine or 2,9-Dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BCP, >99%, TCI), aluminum (Al, 99.99%, Angstrom Engineering), anhydrous AlX₃ (99.99%, AlCl₃ 99.98%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), Diethyl ether (DEE, 99.99%, seccoSolv), anhydrous chlorobenzene (99.8%, Acros Organics), 1-dodecanethiol (DDT, >95%, TCI), thiophenol (TP, 99+%, TCI), 4-methoxybenzenethiol (MBT, TCI), phenylselenol (PS, 98%, Acros Organics), phenylselenenyl bromide (PSB, 98%, Alfa Aesar), and Benzeneseleninic acid (BSA, 97%, TCI) are used as received.

5.2.2 Device Fabrication and Characterization

For the Cs₀.₁₅FA₀.₈₅PbI₃ perovskite photovoltaic devices, 2.0×2.0 cm² patterned ITO-coated glass substrates (15 Ω/□) were tested each side with the multimeter and were labelled on the glass side. Before depositing perovskite solution on the patterned ITO-coated glass substrates, substrates were cleaned with successive sonication in a detergent solution (sodium dodecyl sulfate, Sigma-Aldrich), deionized (DI) water, acetone, and isopropanol baths for 10 minutes. After drying with compressed air, all the cleaned and dried substrates were then treated with UV-ozone for 10 minutes to remove all the organic
contaminants. Immediately after UV-Ozone treatment, substrates were transferred inside of a N\textsubscript{2}-filled glove for depositing hole-transporting and perovskite layers.

Inside of the N\textsubscript{2}-filled glove box, 100 µL PTAA solution (1.5 mg PTAA per1 mL toluene was dissolved and stirred for 2-3 hours at room temperature) was then uniformly drop-cast and spun-cast on the cleaned patterned ITO-coated glass substrates at 6000 rpm for 30 s. After spin-casting of PTAA layer, all the substrates are put on the hot-plate, started annealing at 100 °C from room temperature, and then kept annealing at 100 °C for 10 minutes. PTAA coating and annealing are performed under constant glove purging at 5 and 9 mbar (O\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O level were less than 0.1 ppm) while keeping blower off. After 10 minutes of annealing, all the substrates were removed from the hot-plates and were allowed to cool down normally.

While processing and fabricating PTAA layer, C\textsubscript{50.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} perovskite precursor solution was prepared by dissolving a mixture of PbI\textsubscript{2} (629.2 mg), FAI (190.0 mg), CsI (50.7 mg), and/or degassed anhydrous pyridine (~7.9 mg, Py, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar) in a 1 mL mixture of DMF and DMSO solution (4:1) under vortex-mixing and mild heating condition at ~70 °C for 50 minutes to assist dissolving without using any magnetic stir bar. Precursor solution was always brought to room temperature normally before spin-casting. On the ITO/PTAA layers, 115-120 µL of C\textsubscript{50.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} precursor solution were uniformly drop-cast and spun-cast at 6000 rpm for 20 seconds without any ramp time. 200 µL of anhydrous chlorobenzene was then dropped on the spinning substrate after 10 s of reaching 6000 rpm, resulting in the formation of uniform and brownish transparent films which turn into black upon instantly annealing on a preheated hot plate at 100 °C for 15 minutes. Perovskite layer coating and annealing are performed under constant glove
purging at 5 and 9 mbar (O\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O level were less than 0.1 ppm) while keeping blower off (it is very important to keep spin-coater lid open except while spinning). Nitrogen blow inside of the spin-coater was also used in between every film fabrication. After 10 minutes of annealing, all the substrates were removed from the hot-plates and were allowed to cool down normally.

For surface ligand treatments, 200 µL of surface ligand solution (10 mM solution in either IPA or DEE) was then drop-cast on the dark Cs\textsubscript{0.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} films and left to sit for 2-3 seconds before spinning at 3000 rpm for 20 seconds without any ramp time. To remove the unbound ligands, 200 µL of chlorobenzene with no ligand added were drop-cast and rinsed the treated films via spinning at the same speed of 3000 rpm for 20s. The process was repeated for 2 times for every treated samples.

Both control (ITP/PTAA/Perovskite) and treated (ITP/PTAA/Perovskite-Ligands) films were transferred thermal evaporator without air exposure. Over control and treated perovskite light absorbing layer, 30 Å of C\textsubscript{60} and 80 Å of BCP layers were sequentially deposited at a rate of 1 Å/s and 0.5 Å/s, respectively, at a pressure of ca. 2.0×10\textsuperscript{-6} mbar. Similarly, final layer of 1000 Å of Al electrode was thermally deposited through a shadow mask, that defined 12 cells of 0.1 cm\textsuperscript{2} per substrate, on top of all the ETLs at ca. 2.0×10\textsuperscript{-6} mbar to complete the fabrication photovoltaic devices.

5.2.3 Device Testing and Active Characterization

All the devices were tested inside of the glove box using a solar simulator (ABET technologies, 11002) at 100 mW/cm\textsuperscript{2} illumination (AM 1.5G). The solar intensity was adjusted using a calibrated photodiode (Thorlabs, FDS1010-CAL) with a KG3 filter. Thin
films on glass substrates were probed for morphology using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), absorbance, photoluminescence, and PDS measurement. On the other hand, thin films on ITO/PTAA were probed for structure using XRD patterns, binding nature of surface ligands using XPS, and energy level measurements using UPS and IPES.

5.2.4 Thin Film Characterization

5.2.4.1 Absorbance

Optical absorption spectra were collected using an Ocean Optics QE pro high-performance spectrometer with 80 ms integration time and 5 micron slit width. Absorbance was obtained using a Thermo Scientific Evolution 201 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer with 50 ms integration time and 2 nm slit widths.

5.2.4.2 Fluorescence

Photoluminescence spectra of Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ thin films were collected using a 532 nm laser (Thorlabs, CPS532) and an Ocean Optics QE pro high-performance spectrometer with 1100 ms integration time and 100 micron slit width in an open fixed geometry to reduce reabsorption effects.

5.2.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

SEM samples were prepared on the (1 x 1 cm$^2$) non-patterned ITO-coated glass substrates in the identical manner as the PV devices except all the ETLs and top contact and probed with a Hitachi S-4300 SEM with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.
5.2.4.4 X-Ray Diffraction

Samples were prepared in the same manner as described in the SEM section. The X-ray diffraction patterns ($\theta$-2\$\theta$ scans) were taken on a Bruker-AXS D8 DISCOVER diffractometer with Cu K\$\alpha$ radiation ($\lambda = 1.5418$ Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA.

5.2.4.5 Photoelectron Spectroscopic (PES) Measurements

Samples were prepared in the same manner as described in the SEM section. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were collected with PHI 5600 ultrahigh vacuum system (UHV) with a hemispherical electron energy analyzer, and Al K\$\alpha$ source (1486.6 eV, PHI 04-548 dual anode X-ray source) for excitation, and a pass energy of 117.4 eV for survey and 58.7 eV for small region scan.

5.3 Results and Discussion

In our previous studies and this study, reproducibly thiols, specially dodecanethiol (DDT) is found to be effective at passivating CsPbCl$_3$ and CsPbBr$_3$ NCs while maintaining PL properties and long-term colloidal stability of both Cl and Br-based colloidal NCs as shown in Figure 5.1a and b.$^{14,15}$ However, when we used DDT to modify CsPbI$_3$ NCs, it was unable to enhance both PL properties and stability of the colloidal NCs as shown in Figure 5.1c.
Figure 5.1 Time-dependent PL Spectra of colloidal (a) CsPbCl$_3$ NCs, (b) CsPbBr$_3$ NCs, and (c) CsPbI$_3$ NCs upon addition of dodecanethiol.

As thiols in the form of thiolate ions are suspected to bind the NC surface, it might be suspected that thiolate ions may not passivating the surface enough or penetrating the CsPbI$_3$ NC surface because of size difference between S and I as depicted in Figure 5.2a.$^{14,79}$

Figure 5.2 Schematics of (a) comparison of S and Se-based ligands and (b) p-i-n structure of fabricated perovskite photovoltaic devices with perovskite layer being modified with both S and Se-based ligands.
Considering the difference in the surface properties of NC and thin films, we also fabricated high quality $\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$ thin films and photovoltaic devices in purpose of applying surface modifiers and observing the effectiveness of the surface ligands in enhancing the device performance and stability. To verify the quality of thin films before surface treatments, we fabricated some control devices using the $\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$ thin films only. All the fabricated devices show pretty good power PCE with less hysteresis. PCE of the champion control device reaches over 16% as shown in Figure 5.3a and Table 5.1.

Figure 5.3: Direct and inverse scans of (a) ITO/PTAA/$\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$+5%PbI$_2$/C$_{60}$/BCP/Al and (b) ITO/PTAA/$\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$+5%PbI$_2$+Pyridine/C$_{60}$/BCP/Al photovoltaic devices.
Table 5.1 J-V parameters from the devices described in Figure 5.3a and b measured from $J_{sc}$ to PCE under 1 sun illumination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pyridine Effect</th>
<th>Scan Type</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (V)</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inverse Scan</td>
<td>-21.9</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o</td>
<td>Direct Scan</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inverse Scan</td>
<td>-23.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/</td>
<td>Direct Scan</td>
<td>-22.7</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$Cs_{0.15}FA_{0.85}PbI_3$ PV device was fabricated with excess 5% PbI$_2$ w.r.t to 1.3 M concentration of precursor perovskite solution on the top of glass-ITO/PTAA as depicted in Figure 5.1b. As excess PbI$_2$ in fabrication of other PV devices, specially $Cs_{0.05}(FA_{0.83}MA_{0.17})0.95Pb(I_{0.83}Br_{0.17})_3$,\textsuperscript{243} MAPbI$_3$,\textsuperscript{265} and $Cs_{0.15}FA_{0.85}PbI_3$ photovoltaics is proved to enhance the efficiency.\textsuperscript{264} However, devices are found to be unstable, losing 90% of their performance within a day. So, small amount (7.9 mg/mL) of degassed pyridine solution (99.5%, Alfa Aesar) is added in the perovskite precursor solution and fabricated devices shows better device performance, high FF, and $J_{sc}$ with negligible hysteresis as shown in Figure 5.3b and Table 5.1. Small amount of pyridine in the perovskite precursor solution provide better film coverage on the hydrophobic PTAA films and high quality perovskite film formation as indicated by the reduction in PbI$_2$ peak intensity in XRD patterns of perovskite thin films fabricated with and without pyridine as shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 Comparison of XRD patterns of perovskite thin films fabricated with and without pyridine. In Figure 5.4, CFPI = Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$, P = perovskite, and Py = pyridine.

After verifying the thin film quality through device fabrication and testing, we modify the thin film surface via application of thiol surface ligands in the HTL/perovskite and perovskite/ETL interfaces. Details of thin film fabrication and surface treatment were carried out following the procedure discussed in the experimental sections. Goal was to further address instability issue and enhance PCE of fabricated devices via applications of the surface ligands first between perovskite layer and electron-transporting layers and at the same time, binding nature of S- and Se-based ligands will be compared in terms of difference in acidic nature of both types of ligands. To observe the surface ligand binding nature of both S and Se-based ligands after surface treatment of fabricated thin films of composition of Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$, we probed both pristine and treated perovskite films with...
XPS analysis. **Figure 5.5** shows small region scans of C1s, S2p, and Se3d of S and Se-based ligands treated $\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$ thin films.

However, from XPS analysis it has been found that thiols are also unable to bind to $\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$ thin films as we did not observe any sulfur in the small region XPS scan of S2p orbital as shown in **Figure 5.5a**. Probably, thiolate ions may not be forming and thus unable to passivate the $\text{Cs}_{0.15}\text{FA}_{0.85}\text{PbI}_3$ thin film surface because thiols are unable to deprotonate in absence of any bases.\textsuperscript{14,79}
Figure 5.5 High resolution XPS small region scans of (a and b) S2p region and C1s region of S-based ligands treated Cs\textsubscript{0.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} thin films, (c and d) Se3d region and C1s of Se-based ligands treated Cs\textsubscript{0.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} thin films. In Figure 5.5a-d, CFPI = Cs\textsubscript{0.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3}, P = perovskite, Py = pyridine, DDT = dodecanethiol, TP = thiophenol, MTP = 4-methoxythiophenol, PS = phenylselenol, PSB = phenylselenenyl bromide, and BSA = benzeneseleninic acid.

As thiolate ions may not passivating the surface enough or penetrating the I-based perovskite surface because of size difference between S and I, selenolate ions in this case
may passivate the I-based perovskite surface because of comparable size of Se and I as well as due to higher reactive nature of Se-based ligands (e.g., phenylselenol) to the metal center because of stronger acidic nature of selenols.²⁶⁶ So, to test this hypothesis, we also apply Se-based ligands to both I-based metal-halide perovskite NCs and thin films. But like S-based ligands, Se-based ligands did not show PL intensity enhancement of NCs (totally quenched the PL intensity) or strong binding to the I-based metal-halide perovskite thin films as indicated by the absence of Se3d peak around 55 eV in the small region scans of Se3d regions as shown in Figure 5.5c. But when we analyze C1s region of both S and Se-based ligands, we actually observe some indication of binding of both S and Se-based ligands as indicated by the C1s peak near 285.5 eV, where peaks near 289 eV are due to formamidinium carbons. Meaning, small fraction of both S and Se-based ligands is probably binding to the Cs\(_{0.15}\)FA\(_{0.85}\)PbI\(_3\) thin film surface as supported by the enhancement of PL intensity upon treatment of both S and Se-based ligands to the Cs\(_{0.15}\)FA\(_{0.85}\)PbI\(_3\) thin films as shown in Figure 5.6b and d, though we did not observe any noticeable changes in optical absorbance spectra as shown in Figure 5a and c.
Figure 5.6 Comparison of optical absorbance and PL spectra of (a and b) pristine and S-based ligands treated Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ thin films and (c and d) pristine and Se-based ligands treated Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ thin films. In Figure 5.6a-d, CFPI = Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$, P = perovskite, Py = pyridine, DDT = dodecanethiol, TP = thiophenol, MTP = 4-methoxythiophenol, PS = phenylselenol, PSB = phenylselenenyl bromide, and BSA = benzeneseleninic acid.

In addition, we also do not observe any changes in crystal perovskite structure as indicated by XRD patterns as shown in Figure 5.7 upon S and Se-based ligand treatment.
However, we see some changes in film morphology upon PSB and BSA treatment. Probably, that is because both PSB and BSA are suspected to be binding through halide (Br) functional group and carboxylic acid functional group as indicated by the presence of higher amount of C1s peaks near 285.5 eV as shown in Figure 5.5d.
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of XRD patterns of (a) pristine and S-based ligands treated Cs0.15FA0.85PbI3 thin films and (b) pristine and Se-based ligands treated Cs0.15FA0.85PbI3 thin films. In Figure 5.7a and b, CFPI = Cs0.15FA0.85PbI3, P = perovskite, Py = pyridine, DDT = dodecanethiol, TP = thiophenol, MTP = 4-methoxythiophenol, PS = phenylselenol, PSB = phenylselenenyl bromide, and BSA = benzeneseleninic acid.

After treatment of thin films with both S and Se-based ligands, film morphology under scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as shown in Figure 5.8 also support the XPS and XRD data. Pure thiols and selenols did not change the film morphology that much.
However, both PSB and BSA do some changes in film morphology as shown in Figure 5.8 e and f.

![SEM images of film morphology](image)

**Figure 5.8 Film morphology**: SEM images of (a-c) S-based ligands and (d-f) Se-based ligands modified thin films. In Figure 5.8, DDT = dodecanethiol, TP = thiophenol, MTP = 4-methoxythiophenol, PS = phenylselenol, PSB = phenylselenenyl bromide, and BSA = benzeneseleninic acid.

After verifying PL properties and film morphology of both S and Se-based ligands treated thin films, modified bulk thin films were used to fabricate p-i-n structured photovoltaic devices as shown in Figure 5.2b to further support the hypothesis if these ligand treatments can enhance the PCE and stability of the devices. However, like S-based ligands, Se-based ligands are to unable to enhance the performance of the devices as shown in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9  **PV Statistics and Stability:** (a-d) performance ($J_{sc}$, $V_{oc}$, FF, and PCE) of PVs using different surface ligand treated thin films. In Figure 5.9, Con = Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$, DDT = dodecanethiol, TP = thiophenol, MTP = 4-methoxythiophenol, PS = phenylselenol, PSB = phenylselenenyi bromide, and BSA = benzeneseleninic acid.

Both S and Se-based ligands are unable to bind to the I-based thin films and unable to enhance efficiency of the device from our initial investigations. Thus, our future directions that should be explored is to enhance the reactivity of both thiol and selenol...
ligands toward I-based thin films via simple acid-based chemical reactions and fabricate PV devices. If this route does not work out, we will apply surface ligands in-between hole-transporting and perovskite interface instead of in-between perovskite and electron-transporting interface. As it is thought that electron-transporting layer, C\textsubscript{60} used in this p-i-n structure might already be passivating the perovskite layer.

5.4 CONCLUSION

Extensive interface engineering of Cs\textsubscript{0.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} perovskite photovoltaics using sulfur and selenium-based surface ligands is explored. We report a simple procedure to modify Cs\textsubscript{0.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} thin films using sulfur and selenium-based surface ligands. But, post-treatment of such a thin film with a small amount of sulfur and selenium-based surface ligands is unable to enhance the device performance and stability. In our future endeavors, applications of thus reactivity enhanced surface ligands might enhance the photoluminescence of Cs\textsubscript{0.15}FA\textsubscript{0.85}PbI\textsubscript{3} perovskite thin films, power conversion efficiency, and stability of photovoltaic devices.
CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE

6.1 Overall Summary of This Work

In this body of work, we have used facile synthetic methods, simple chemical reactions, tactical ligand engineering techniques, and some routine & state-of-the-art instrumental techniques to advance the frontiers of metal-halide perovskites and their applications. In the first work, we show evolution of very stable and efficient CsPbCl$_3$ NCs via a facile anion exchange reaction of CsPbBr$_3$ NCs with alkyltrichlorosilane. Alkyltrichlorosilanes (R-SiCl$_3$), very hygroscopic materials can be used as Cl-sources for rapid anion exchange with other CsPbBr$_3$ NCs via simple and room-temperature hydrolysis reactions. This anion exchange reaction via hydrolysis reactions of alkyltrichlorosilanes results in highly dispersible violet emitting NCs coated with siloxane shells. These violet-emitting siloxane coated CsPbCl$_3$ NCs show significantly improved stability and $\Phi_{PL}$ of up to 12% and are even stable in the presence of water, whereas traditional violet-emitting CsPbCl$_3$ NCs synthesized through other routes rapidly degrade in the presence of water.

In the next work, enhancement of $\Phi_{PL}$ and stability of green-emitting CsPbBr$_3$ NCs with dodecanethiol (DDT) by post-synthetic surface treatments is shown. Traditional green-emitting CsPbBr$_3$ NCs show relatively poor PL properties ($\Phi_{PL}$ of 38±3%) and stability when synthesized with traditional methods. But post-synthetic treatment with reactive dodecanethiol surface ligands reproducibly yields highly stable NCs with near unity $\Phi_{PL}$ (~100%) for a range of synthetic conditions and initial $\Phi_{PL}$ of the as-synthesized NCs. A mechanistic investigation shows that thiol addition leads to thioether formation via the thiol-ene reaction with octadecene, oleic acid, and oleylamine. Both thiolates and thioethers are suspected to bind to undercoordinated Pb atoms on the NC surfaces, and this
surface binding and enhancement of PL properties can be rapidly accelerated through exposure to blue or UV light.

In another work, to advance the frontiers of all the colloidal CsPbX₃ NCs, their PL properties, and morphology, we report a ligand mediated anion exchange reaction that transforms CsPbCl₃ nanocubes into anisotropic CsPbX₃ nanoplates (NPs) through adding a mixture of dodecanethiol (DDT) and AlX₃ (X = Cl, Br, I) to a solution of CsPbCl₃ nanocubes. The anion-exchanged NCs consist of mostly plate-shaped CsPbX₃ NCs along {010} facets. Although DDT or AlX₃ treatment alone results in increased Φ_{PL}, the combination of both DDT and AlX₃ leads to the formation of plate-shaped NCs, higher Φ_{PL}, and improved stability as compared to when only one of these is used. In this process AlX₃ acts as the halide source as it undergoes hydrolysis to form Al(OH)$_n$X$_{3-n}$, while DDT acts primarily as a surface ligand. We suspect both exfoliation facilitated by ligand penetration and assembly and fusion of the exfoliated NCs lead to these observed NPs. The NPs are highly emissive and stable due to the introduction of both an anion source and surface ligand. Nanoplates synthesized through DDT-AlX₃ ligand mediated anion exchange show Φ_{PL} of 47 and 65% for violet emitting CsPbCl₃ & blue emitting CsPbCl₃ₓBrₓ, respectively, near 100% for green emitting CsPbBr₃, and 81% for red emitting CsPbI₃, while maintaining good long-term stability over 200 days of treatment.

In my last work, translating the success in NCs to achieve the success in solution-processed perovskite thin films and their fabricated PV devices, mixed-cation Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ perovskite thin films are modified using different S- and Se-based surface ligands and effects of these surface ligands are tested via fabrication of photovoltaic devices. In this project, goal is to fabricate S- and Se-based surface ligands modified
Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ perovskite layers while comparing the binding nature of sulfur and selenium-based ligands. Thus, PL properties, morphology, and performance of modified Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ perovskite thin films as well as the binding nature of both S- and Se-based ligands to both I-based metal-halide perovskite NCs and thin films are investigated. It is found that both S- and Se-based ligands are unable to bind and enhance the efficiency of Cs$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_3$ perovskite thin films and their devices.

### 6.2 Future Research Plan

After completing my PhD, I will focus on a couple of areas: (i) improvement of fundamental understanding of degradation processes of metal-halide perovskite materials and their devices and (ii) enhancement of intrinsic material stability and extrinsic device stability through material combinations, material doping, and/or post-treatments with surface materials including surface ligands, counter ionic salts, ionic ligands, etc.

In addition, my goal is to play a role in helping commercialization of metal-halide perovskite-based photovoltaic devices by moving from small-format devices to large-format devices while maintaining the same scale of device performance and stability.

### 6.3 Career Research Interest

My interest is to work independently on synthesis of novel functional nano & micromaterials, surface chemistry of nanomaterials & solution-processed solid-state thin films, fabrication of thin films & optoelectronic devices, and photocatalysis. Research output I expect here is to synthesize and post-modify semiconducting materials for fine-tuned materials for (cost-)effective optoelectronic and other applications.
To do so, I will investigate the fundamental understanding of structure-property relationship and property-application relationship using the state-of-art instrumental techniques.
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